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hen Lynda Barry’s comic
strips “Two Sisters” and
Ernie Pook” first appeared in Fresh
Weekly overayearago, i was, like a
lot of people, immediately hooked.
Barry’s work has gained her a
small legion of admirers — in
Seattle, where her comics have
a p p ea re d in T h e Sun, the
University of Washington Daily,
and currently in The Rocket — and
in Chicago, where they are a
regular feature of the Chicago
Reader. Her recent show of
paintings at Seattle’s Rosco Louie
Gallery, The Ten Commandments,
sold out the first day. Her new
book, Boys + Girls, due in October,
is sure to create a host of new
Barry-fans.
There was something in Lynda
Barry’s comics that I hadn’t seen
anywhere else, and I found myself
wanting to meet her, to talk with
her and find out who she was.
Thus I found myself on the
train to Seattle. The following
conversation took place at the
Bell Town Cafe over dinner.

W

Dinner
CSQ: Well, tell me about the “ Two
Sisters. ”
Lynda: Gross!
CSQ: You don’t have any sisters.
Lynda: No. “ Two Sisters.’’ Let’s
see. Oh, I was doing a comic strip
for the Seattle Sun called “ Spinal
Comics." It was about cactuses,
(laughs) Stupid?.... Anyway, I ran out
of jokes about cactuses, so I had to
come up with a new comic strip and
I thought that doing one about little
girls would be good.
CSQ: Well, what happened to the
“ Two Sisters” ?
Lynda: When I make a comic strip I
draw the border of the first frame
and then the title. Then
/ sit there

I CALL
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doing com ic strips and being
So when I decided to start again
published— four years— I ’ve had
and sort of hear it. I never plan out a
there was this big to-do. Do you
seven comic strips.
comic strip. With them, I would draw
remember how “ Two S iste rs’ ’
CSQ: Seven different strips?
them and I would just hear them.
looked and how it was drawn— they
Lynda: Yeah. They live about eight
And one day it just stopped. That
months or so. And if I try to make
had dresses with little patterns on
freaked me out, because I was
them? Everybody loved that. God,
them last any longer they get really
starting to get attention for it and
they loved that. So I decided my
dumb
and awful.
people were looking forward to it. So
next strip couldn’t have any of that
There are some people who get
I kept drawing them anyway for
away with it, who have enough
in it at all, because it was way too
about a month after I stopped
characters and enough presence of
soon— too much of a thing, you
hearing them in my head. The strips
know. I tried to think of a way I could
mind that they could just do them
were terrible, just the worst.
draw that was more real, not cute. I
forever. Like “ Peanuts,’ ’ even
So then the strip became about
tried to remember how I used to
though I don't think it’s the best
their mother, Mrs. Fitz, who was a
comic strip I ’ve ever seen, the
draw when I was a kid, and came up
divorced woman with a lot of
with a style that makes people say I
characters are for real! "Brenda
problems. She sent her kids to New
can't draw. I like that kind of
Starr” is a terrific one. "Moose
York City where their father lived, to
Miller,” that’s a great one. And
drawing a lot. I've really acquired a
be with him. And that was the last
"Tweetie. ” That's the weirdest strip.
taste for it.
anyone saw of them 'til the very end.
But when it first came out, God, I
I can't even believe that guy got
That was two years ago.
used to get letters, real hate letters. | syndicated! It’s one panel, always
\ CSQ; Do you have copies o f the
“ Where are 'Two Sisters’? They
very good.
were so nice, and now you make
"Two Sisters” ?
CSQ: Do you think that your
Lynda: No, I don't.... Yeah, I do. I
com ic strips require something
these terrible comic strips about
don't take them out, though.
from the observer different from,
people fighting."
CSQ: Because they’re so old? Is
CSQ: What if a m ajor syndicate
say, "Beetle Bailey” ?
that why you don’t take them out?
Lynda: Uh huh. I think some comic
offered you a lo t o f money to do
Lynda: Yeah, sort of. They were too
the “ Two Sisters” strip fo r 5
strips have some sort of protective
successful. I got locked into it.
quality about them. There are things
years?
“ Mrs. Fitz and Judy” was a great
Lynda: I ’d never do it. I had my chart
that you know you're not going to
strip though, all about housewives,
done, and my astrologer said
read about in most comic strips. And
especially divorced ones, and single
the subjects, the topics in my comic
“ Never do anything for money. You
women. But then they all died
strips aren’t very often found in
don’t need to, you'll always be
'cause I couldn’t hear them
okay.” I would never do it, because I
comic strips, period. Especially my
anymore at all, so I killed them. They
more serious ones, which aren’t
couldn’t do it. I couldn’t even do it
were in a car crash or something.
even comic. There are some topics
that you can just count on seeing in
SALAM i
comic strips, and you don't ever
SANDWICH
have to worry about seeing anything
MY
B T C H 'E
else in there: making fun of your
NOW ' AM
CRYING
wife, puns....
I like to make comic strips about
,RICKEY YOU
BUTCHS
real problems that people have.
HAVE MOVING
ME A^SO'
I CAN
Lately I've been really interested in
S
’
CHAUK'Ni you
CRY
'
ONE M IL L IO N :
relationships, I guess because of
mine, real curious about how people
go about them and what they let
happen, what they tolerate. I used to
like to do comic strips that were
,
You HAVE DiEiNG'
more odd... I ike some of the stuff you
NO MORE STEAL S W EETH EAR T
see in The New Yorker—a little
WITHOUT W A R M IN
AWA y FROM THIS & UTCH 'E AMI O l l l Y ' ANO
iB o y L E T M E T E L L I N G
more spacey or kind of twisted. But
GU N SUTCHiC.y
W lY o u Mow You E A T IN G
then I got more interested in real
WHAT WAS
BAIT
PU T T IN G I N
SANDWICH ' P O 
dialog
and stuff, real stuff that
SANDWICH
G O IN G N o w
you so MUCH
happens between people.
B IG J E R K
GOOD '
B /G
AND Nl-LI NG
CSQ: How did that happen?
HA HA ■
M E NOW ?
Lynda: It was when I started doing
"Girls and Boys.” I had done "Two
Sisters," which was sort of about
how people talk, but it was more
idyllic, two little girls, you know. I
had an idea one day about kids,
about childhood, about how that
Returned to the earth ...
stuff that happens in the family gets
for a year. It's stupid to try to make
passed on through a kid to another
CSQ: What evolved next?
the thing live longer than its natural
kid in the play field, and then the
Lynda: Well, I had had this other
lifespan. That's why comic strips
other kid brings it home and can
comic strip which was my first
are so boring. In the time I ’ve been
com ic
s trip — “ Ernie
Pook's
Comics.” I started that in college.
THE TOASTER >S
One of my friends kind of
TA L K I N G T» M E A G A I
encouraged me and then the editor
IT IS MOT/ CAT
of The University of Washington
YouR L V M L H
Daily saw it, and he put it in the
45
paper. So I ran a bunch of those,
p /N lS H YOUR.
IT IS N T
SAA/DV>lCH
which were sort of random comic
E IT H E R
strips, until I could think of a new
YES i r
strip. But then, somebody wrote in
to the paper about how awful my
comic strips were. And I was sitting
having breakfast with my mom,
when I read it, she read it too, and I
W IT A
got so embarrassed I quit.
CSQ: For how long?
Lynda: For 6 months.
CSQ: Do you mean you quit
AIVD TURN
ANITA i f VoU V O N 'T
making comic strips, or you quit
noWN r/-i^r
STOP
THIS
Hl - PI drawing altogether?
S E N S E I'L L
I CANT U F A * ,
Lynda: Quit making comic strips. I
C A L L YO U#
MYSELF
never mix them up. I ’ve always
thought that my real work was my
portraits, and that comic strips were
TO
sort of a good thing, but more of a
way to support myself so I could do
portraits. I've never been able to
make a living doing portraits.
CSQ: Are you commissioned to
U

UD DENLY
TOO

S H U T T IN G

r

do portraits?
Lynda: I ’ll draw anybody who'll sit
for me. I'm just interested in
drawing everybody in the world
basically.

A M IT A
HAVE

YOUR

SoV*-s

FoK

A thing of the p a s t...
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pass it on to their brothers and
sisters. And I thought, God, I know
how to illustrate that.
So I made the first “ Girls and
Boys" comics about just that thing,
about how violence between family
members that aren’t getting along
gets passed on to the kids. Have you
ever heard a four-year-old say,
“ What on earth are you trying to do
to me?" You know what I mean? So,
that’s how that started.
Now the hardest thing I have to do
is keeping my personal life out of the
comic strips. Really hard to do,
because sometimes I'll have a
specific problem in my head that I'll
want to write about, that’ll have to
do with me and my boyfriend, or
there have been times when I've
had people I was angry at and I
wanted to make a comic strip about
them.
CSQ: You have to re s tra in
yourself from that?
Lynda: Sometimes I do it but I don't
print them, I fust put them away.

last forever— not forever, but for
long periods of time, like 50 years,
100 years. Knowing how to actually
render is important to me. My goal in
life, ever since high school, was to
be able to draw like da Vinci— to be
a real master of drawing, and to be
able to draw people the way they
look in 1980, so that when you look
at it 50 years from now it ’s a
document. And my comic strips just
don’t fulfill that for me. But the
comic strips do another thing that
the portraits could never do— they
talk and they're temporal and
they’re weekly. I have two things
that I want to do, and so I have to
have two different kinds of work. My
astrologer said I have Gemini in the
eighth house, and that means I have
to have two kinds of work or I ’d go
crazy. Not that I believe in astrology.
The way I approach both of them
is exactly the same, though. It’s
almost like meditating. As I said, in
doing the strip I draw the border,
spend a lot of time drawing the title

‘T i TRANSPORT,

WONDER IF 7
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T RANSPORT
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Dead in an unfortunate crash.

It’s stupid to
try to make a
thing live
longer than its
lifespan.
That’s why
comic strips
are so boring.
CSQ: You said that you thought
were
s trip s
c o m ic
your
“ eighties. ” Why do you say that?
Lynda: You know, some people have
said they were “ fifties. ” I try to keep
them about stuff that I hear on the
bus, or what my friends are going
through or that I'm going through.
The drawing style is real
contemporary, even though some
people think it's preschool, and the
topics are pretty contemporary.
CSQ: Many people who see both
your c o m ic s trip s and your
portraits would be surprised that
they came from the same person.
Lynda: I ’ve thought about that
several times myself. I really have a
strong feeling that it ’s important to
learn how to do something that will
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I’ve always
thought that
my real work
was my
portraits, and
that comic
strips were
more of a way
to support
myself. My
goal in life,
ever since high
school was to
be able to
draw like da
Vinci, to be a
real master of
drawing.

of the comic strip. And you know
how my stuff has a lot of pattern in
it? I like pattern now, but it used to
be there just to keep me drawing
while I was waiting to hear the thing.
When I do portraits, I do this whole
thing of preparing the paper and the
easel and putting this one color
down and doing a light sketch. It’s
sort of hypnotic. I'm using the same
place mentally, when I make a
comic strip as when I make a
same
the
p o rtra it— exactly
place— trying not to have myself at
all in it. It’s just that the comic strips
come from my head and the
portraits come from the other guy's
face.
The worst comic strips are ones
when that thing won’t happen, that
feeling, that state won't occur, so I
have to make up the comic strip.
And I ’m not real funny when it
comes to making up comic strips— I
mean, from here. Sometimes they
come out and they’re just great. I
mean, I start laughing when I hear
the thing. Like doing that qne about
finding your perfect love mate was a
blast. I was just dying when I was
doing that.
The one that’s in The Rocket right
now I had to make up, because it
wouldn’t come and I was under a
deadline. It’s really rare that it
doesn't come.
the
You m e n tio n e d
CSQ:
criticism you have received for
the way you draw the com ic
strips.
Lynda: The funny thing is that I get
criticism about the way the comic
strips look from normal people, but
then doing colored pencil portraits
in the art world is about the corniest
thing you can do, too. The artists
tend to like my comic strips, and
other people tend to like my
portraits.
CSQ: When you say that people
criticize your drawing, do you
hear that through the grapevine?
Lynda: I read it in the newspaper.
Listen to this, (she reads from a
Seattle review) “ Her comics
generally inspire either strong
admiration or criticism coupled with
the comment that she cannot
draw. ”
No one ever tells me to my face
that they don't like my work, except I
hear that people can argue for hours
about why they don't like it, giving

Portrait by Lynda Barry

examples. I'd love to eavesdrop. In
fact I did one time. I was in a cafe
once, and I heard these people
sitting next to me talking about my
comic strip and how I had gone
downhill since “ Two Sisters. ’’
CSQ: Comic strips have a history
of being very clearly accessible to
everyone as a popular art form.
Sometimes yo u 'll hear people
say, “ Well, I don’t get it." What do
you think’s going on with those
folks?
Lynda: They don’t get it. I've thought
a lot about what “ getting
something’’ is, and why it is that
when you get something you laugh,
like with a punch line, for instance.
I ’m really into schematics, or how
something works— I figured out that
you're introduced to a bunch of
parts, and then all of a sudden at the
end, one of the last parts gives you
information about how they’re all
connected. Some clue is given that
makes you shoot back through all
the stuff that you’ve just heard, sort
of like a retrospective patterning,
and understand how they connect.
The sensation of getting it is
delightful, and it makes you laugh.
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Humor makes you laugh, too, but
the sensation of getting something
is fantastic. And sometimes that
final clue, for some people, just
doesn’t connect it, because of their
experiences or whatever. If your
chemistry isn’t such that that last
one gives you the information, you’ll
never get it, and you just don’t and
that’s a fact. It's like another
language. Get it?
CSQ: Yeah. I get it. You said
earlier that you thought that it
was im portant to draw.
Lynda: I was saying that I have a
commitment to making art. Even
though that sounds corny, that's
true. Because...especially with my
comic strips and also with my
portraits...I try as much as possible
to make it about people, real stories.
Not necessarily real stories that
have happened to people, but try to
use the real language. The work
starts to have a kind of a value or a
good about it that good artwork does
have, where it can relate to different
people’s lives. It can be therapeutic.
Did you ever, this is corny, but, did
you ever read the book Seth
Speaks?
He thought that good paintings or
good
artworks
contained
information, instructions for healing.
I believe that you can get fixed from
good art if you’re depressed or if
there’s something wrong— that
there’s information in it to help you.
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Lynda Barry’s book, Girls + Boys,
will be in bookstores in October. It
is also available through the
publisher, The Real Comet Press,
932 18th Avenue East, Seattle, WA.
98112, and distributed wholesale
by Art in Form, P.O. Box 2567,
Seattle, WA. 98111.
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TOM
MCFARLAND
1
TRAVELUN

WITH
THE BLUES
by Lynn Darroch
tilA fh e n
I
was
W fiftee n years
old, I was in a music
store
and
heard
somebody playing the
guitar. I went back to
the booth, but there was
nobody there. I could
still hear it, though, and
I realized it was in my
head.... It was me
playing the guitar when
I matured.... So I ’ve
always aimed for that
sound, I’ve dreamed my
guitar playing. And I’ve
reached it, but only
once in a while, on
some nights.... I ’ll be
playing someplace, the
music will be just right,
the audience just right,
the band just right, and
e v e ry th in g
com es
together: there’s no
past,
no
future,
everything’s just right
now. That feeling of
complete oneness with
your instrument and
your band and the
audience is a moment
to live for. But you can’t
call on it, can’t say, “I’d
like to feel that way
right now.” So if the
only way I can get it is
by going out and
playing night clubs all
the time, then I’ll keep
on doing it.”

n a recent August afternoon,

O

Tom and I sat over his kitchen
table, drinking Budweiser, smoking
Pail Malls, and talking about our
hopes and dreams, both past and
present. He and his family have just
moved back to the Portland area
after five years in the Richmond,
California ghetto, where the living
Conditions and opportunities for his
kids had become too limited, and
where he had established a
reputation and gained enough
national exposure to allow him to
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publicity gimmick...and it worked.’’)
There was a strong feeling of
community when he performed the,
and if it hadn’t been for the sincealtered cabaret laws, he probably
wouldn’t have moved on to Seattle
in early 1973. He stayed on Puget
Sound until 1976, appearing in a
number of clubs and festivals but
sustained primarily by a steady gig
at the Boulder Cafe on Second
Avenue, a seaman’s bar with B-girls,
om McFarland is a blues
pull-tabs and an orange wall just ten
feet in front of the bandstand, giving
musician, a calling he has
pursued
with
single-minded him no choice but to burrow deeper
into the music.
devotion and increasing excellence
Feeling that the Bay area offered
for nearly twenty years. People
more opportunities for a blues
define the blues in many ways, but
musician, Tom and his family moved
most would agree that expressing
to Richmond, where he stayed for
emotion is its chief characteristic. A
the longest stretch of his career.
blues performer can become a
Thanks to job offers from an
spokesman for his audience,
enthusiastic club owner and the
focusing the experience we share
support of music c ritic Tom
with an intensity of feeling that helps
Mazzolini, he soon established
us to understand it. The rocking
himself as one of the regular
dance beats and slow grinds of the
working blues musicians in the area,
blues evoke our sexuality, while the
with steady club work and
lyrics sing parables of loss. The
occasional
tours. He was a featured
blues can be gritty and sweet, raw
performer at the San Francisco
and country or citywise and
Blues Festival, toured the West
polished.... Tom's blues are in the
Coast with Otis Rush and the
West Coast style, iazz-inflected and
Midwest with Charlie Musselwhite,
smooth, with fluid guitar lines that
and appeared with and backed up
glide over the long neck of his
some of the greatest blues
Gibson, running from chords to
performers
of our time: Lightnin'
chromatic single-note passages. His
Hopkins, Albert Collins, John Lee
expressive improvisational facility
Hooker, Lowell Folsom and Fenton
demonstrates not only the technical
Robinson. In 1978, Arhoolie Records
mastery that results from years of
issued his first album, “ Travellin'
method work, but a sense of timing
With The B lues,’ ’ and a San
and phrasing that testifies to original
Francisco Chronicle review called
m usical ideas. His up-tempo
him “ the most exciting young blues
numbers really rock, as chords
performer
to emerge on the local
vamp and break into hot triplets,
scene
for
years."
while his ballads lilt and mourn with
conviction. Tom’s voice surges and
declines, augmenting the tension
created by his slightly behind-thebeat guitar attack.... The tension of
emotion,
the
release
that
accompanies its expression, make
the blues an affirmation of life.... For
Tom McFarland, the blues is a way
of life.

return to the familiarity of Portland
again. Although his prospects are
good, the life of a bluesman is
wearing, and a sense of constant
struggle is always with him.
“ Sometimes I think it'd almost be
a relief if Susie couldn't work
anymore and I had to get a straight
job; it ’d be an easy way to get out of
playing the blues, to escape that one
responsibility.... ”

T

first met Tom in Portland in 1966,

/

when he was rehearsing a band
called the Portland Zoo eight hours
a day for gigs at the Charix and the
Pythian, and for the past fifteen
years, Tom has been my main man
in the blues. I've watched him
develop into a powerful, persuasive
singer and a clean, masterful
guitarist whose music has the force,
originality and maturity to really
offer something of value.... A
bluesman, a strange career for a
boy from Grants Pass, Oregon, who
pursued that sound he first heard in
his head up and down the Coast and
across the country, in widening
circles that always bring him back to
Portland again.
Tom was born in 1945. Naturally
short and stocky, with hands smaller
than you’d expect, his frowns have
become heavier over the years, but
his wit and smile still rise easily.
Black curls tumble over his
forehead and perspiration streams
past his tightly closed eyes when
he's on the stand, where he says he
feels the safest and most alone....
He played his first professional job
in 1961, and since then has had both
feet firmly planted on bandstands
from Germany to Oakland. After the
Army and a stint as a guitar teacher
in San Francisco, he came to live in
Portland for the first time in late
1965, then bounced back and forth
for several years before settling into
the blues scene here around 1970.
For two years he performed steadily
at the White Eagle tavern to large
and enthusiastic crowds, for a while
appearing under the name Sonny
Black ( “ ...that was more or less a

Black curls tumble
over his forehead
and perspiration
streams past his
tightly closed eyes
when he’s on the
stand, where he
says he feels the
sa fest and most
alone....

eeing Tom here in Portland

S

again reminded me of a visit I
paid him back in 1977, when he
working at the famous Coffee
Gallery in North Beach, where our
heroes Jack Kerouac and Neal
Cassady had drunk their holy beers
and screamed “ Go! G o!" to the
strains of be-bop.... When Tom was
seventeen, he left home for San
Francisco, following the dream of
wild excitem ent and spiritual
enlightenment that Kerouac said
could be found in “ that great
American night, that Negro night...."
Our generation got there too late to
join the beatniks, but we did finally
arrive on the hallowed ground where
Am erica's
a rtistic
life
was
transformed. That sp irit had
reached us years earlier in our small
Oregon towns, inciting with the
same rhythm of adventure we heard
in music we knew then only as rock
'n' roll. That night when Tom played
the Coffee Gallery, even though
there were only a few scruffy
patrons scattered around the oncefamous room, we had become the
artists ourselves, our own heroes,
and I shouted “ Go! G o!” to Tom’s
blues for our time.

I t would be great if Jesus would ride
down on a white horse and say, “Come
on, Tom, let’s go to heaven!” What
could be better? But instead, what
grabbed me was B.B. King saying,
“Come on, Tom, let’s play the blues!”

BLUES
GOT ME...
come from a musical family, but like most little kids I didn’t become

I

aware of what music is supposed to sound like until I started listening
to my mother’s old 78s all the time, real funky western and some swing.
When I was around twelve I heard some Elvis, and the type of music and
the sound of the electric guitar really knocked me out. Then a cousin of
mine from LA . came up to visit. He put on Chuck Berry’s “ School Days”
and said, “ This is the way we do it in L A .” So I started getting hip to the
black roots in the music I’d been listening to.
In the rock and roll and country-western I was hearing while I grew up,
there’d often be a certain thing on the guitar that I liked.... I guess it was
the bending of the strings, or those weird chords. Anyway, that particular
sound really got to me. One day in 1962,1was in Berg’s Market in Grants
Pass, where they had a rack of 99c records. I don’t know why, but there
was a B.B. King album. I’d never heard of him, but I took it home because
it was a guy playing the guitar, and he had a Gretsch, like Chet Atkins and
Duane Eddy, who I was really into at the time.
My friend Gary Beck recently reminded me of what happened next.... I
called him on the phone and told him he had to get over to my place
immediately. But it was clear across town and he was babysitting and
couldn’t come. So in fifteen minutes here I come up to his place in this
taxL waving the record and shouting, “ This is it! This is it ! ”
B.b.’s guitar and the straightahead blues arrangements were the
culmination of everything I’d heard and thought about before. He turned
me on to the actual fact of blues, and since then I’ve seldom played any
other kind of music: my goal has always been to get as good as I can at
the blues.
/
So it was the guitar sound that originally got me into it. One of the
reasons I was more into the instrumental aspect at first was because,
when I sang in those days, people would make real rude noises. So my
singing came about a lot more gradually.... People tend to forget that the
blues is primarily a vocal art, and even though I was only sixteen, the
lyrics really grabbed me too. The things that B.B. was saying expressed
how I felt.
The first tim e I saw B.B. King was in 1963, and one of the things that hit
me about why people love him so much was that he was saying, in words
and through his playing, just what the audience would if they had been
standing up there. He hit a nerve. And that’s what it means to really “ get
across.” You want the people to know what you’re talking about, to
realize that you’re not spewing forth some alien kind of bullshit that’s
just original with you, but that you’re talking about experiences that are
personal but which you have in common with everybody else.
On a performance level, I give an audience my singing and playing,
then they give back a response, and I try to feel what’s happening and go
with them. So we’re giving back and forth to each other, and the more an
audience responds, the more I can give. It’s the same thing on a
sociological level. Through the blues I’m sharing my experience—all of
wasus who listen to the blues have a whole lot in common, so my personal
experiences are tied into everybody else’s. In a way it ’s like looking in a
mirror: what I’m giving is what I get.
If somebody asked me what my religion is, I’d say blues. People would
think I was crazy or putting them on if I made very much of that, but I feel
real strongly about the mystical aspects of it. Like when you went to

Blues is life. All the things you have to
do in life are the ingredients, and the
blues is the cake. Even if I had to quit
playing to take care of the family, then
that would be the blues too.

Sunday School and they said someday Jesus is going to come back and
we’ll all be saved. I just can’t swallow that story, but I wish it were true; it
would be great if Jesus would ride down on a white horse and say,
“ Come on, Tom, le t’s go to heaven!” What could be better? But instead,
what grabbed me was B.B. King saying, “ Come on, Tom, le t’s play the
blues!”
Besides B.B., the guys who really influenced me are T. Bone Walker,
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Freddy King, Wes Montgomery, Kenny Burrell, Barney Kessell, Chet
Atkins, Merle Travis and Scotty Moore. A lot of them aren’t known as
blues players, but any one of them could sit down and play blues....
Nowadays, though, I very seldom listen to records. When I do, I’m often
searching for something, but it’s more of a feeling, not a musical idea.
When I worked with Otis Rush, I didn’t learn notes or anything—it was
the way he uses his voice and guitar to put his point across. What he’s
about is that he has so much to say, and he’s able to use his voice and
guitar to share it. And what he has to say is real heavy. He’s a guy who
can run chills up and down your spine; he’s scary, he’s real intense. From
him I learned that the blues is a serious business and not to be taken
lightly. Some of the tales he told me about his personal tragedies were
heap powerful medicine. He inspires me to go on and he backs up the
feeling that I don’t have any choice about it anyway.

On a midwest tour with Charlie Musselwhite, we went to a club on the
South Side of Chicago, a place where white people aren’t supposed to
hang around. There we were, five white guys in this big red Cadillac that
Charlie’s agent loaned us. When we got out of the car, we saw this group
of black people coming down the sidewalk towards us, in a hurry, and I
thought, “ Oh shit.” But they were there to throw their arms around
Charlie and welcome him home.... Once you get inside a blues club,
there’s no problems at all, because everyone knows why you’re there.

Working Blues
hen I got out of the Army, I went through a period when I wasn’t

W

playing gigs at all, just teaching guitar and making money without
anyone to spend it on but myself. At that time, when I was twenty and
twenty-one, I really wondered if I was screwing up by being a musician. I
thought maybe I should get married and get a straight job and try to make
hen I play a standard blues tune now, I feel like I’m making it my
some real money like everyone else. Finally I got disgusted with the way I
was living and dropped out, and then everything got more interesting. I
own. Although at an early age J realized you can’t “ im itate”
enjoyed playing again, and one of things that really did it for me was the
somebody, for a time I was still an apprentice, trying to live up to the
fact that Paul Butterfield’s band was making it. When I saw those guys
standards of the original, and I knew I’d get into making the tune my own
doing it, I felt it was all right to do it myself. I loosened up. And that’s
after I became more sure of my footing. If you’ve done the background,
when I jumped into being a real professional musician. Since then it’s
and then do something new, it ’s got more authority.
been a constant struggle, but I haven’t experienced any more doubts
When I was just beginning, me and my friends in Grants Pass used to
about why I’m doing it or if it’s OK.
talk about getting this “ black sound.” What it means is a certain quality
The best part of being a blues musician for me is this: if you have to be
of soul that is projected through a certain tone. It’s being able to really
labeled, I feel good that I can say I’m a blues musician and really mean it.
get your feelings out, but also having these certain kinds of feelings,
which have to do with m aturity—and I don’t mean acting “ adult.” But I
don’t try to “ sound black.” I realized early on that I was indeed white; why
try to be what I’m not? Increasingly, I have tried to sound more and more
like myself. And the more I do that, the deeper I get into these certain
kinds of feelings.
In the blues, it ’s important to be yourself, because it’s the only way to
come across not only with original sound, but with anything that’s
worthwhile. To be yourself you’ve got to know who you are, and if you
don’t know who you are, you can’t tell anybody anything. For example, a
lot of blues guys w ill have a long cord, and they’ll walk out into the
audience to interact with the people. Now when I first went to San
Francisco, I was trying to develop that: I really liked the other guys who

Be Yourself

W

The one real drag about being a
musician is that you have to do
something everyone hates, all the time:
look for a job.

IV Ilir m r f lW B n D t M H a H H n H IW B B M i

The blues takes everything you’ve been
going through and throws it back at you.
It has feeling, and if you listen to the
blues you have to feel.
did it, the audience really liked them doing it, and I’d just worked with
Albert Collins, who does it all the time. But it just didn’t feel natural to
me. I was faking it, and so I don’t do it anymore. I’m not that outgoing.
One thing you can't do in the blues is force it, either the playing or the
way you present it. If it ’s phoney, people are going to know, and they’re
not going to buy it.... So when people say I “ sound black,” what they’re
hearing is music that has that particular kind of personal expression to it.
When someone asked B.B. King about white people playing the blues,
he said, “ Man, if you’ve ever been in love, you know what the blues are
about.” When people say white people can’t play the blues, they’re
wrong. I was the house band for a black club in the Richmond ghetto for
eight months, and they were the most consistently satisfying audience
I’ve ever had. They had a good time and made me feel like I was accepted,
that I was glad I was there, that I was expressing their feelings. Now of
course I’ve never had the experiences of a 55-year-old black man, but on
the other hand, I’ve had enough experience that I can sing about
something and he’ll know that I know what I’m talking about. If people
like the blues it doesn’t matter if you’re black or white.
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That’s the best part, to know what you are and to be able to be that thing
to the best of your abilities. And there’s a lot of tradition behind me.
During times when I’m not making enough money, when things go wrong
on the job, or when I sit around in complete depression because of my
status in life, I can always draw solace from the fact that it ’s very
traditional for blues musicians, and that it’s happening to my brother
down the street too.
The one real drag about being a musician is that you have to do
something everyone hates, all the time: look for a job. If you really want
to stay on top of it, just about every day of your life you’re looking for a
job. And the blues is not a popular music. There’s only one person who’s
a superstar in blues, and that’s B.B. King. Beneath him there’s a layer of
about ten or twelve guys who make a pretty good living, and underneath
them everyone else is scuffling. How many millionaire rock stars are
there? You see, people who like blues generally don’t have much money
themselves, so they can’t go to some fancy place to hear somebody at
seven bucks to get in and $2.50 a drink. You've got to play dives because
that’s all your audience can afford.
When people go to a night club to hear music, one of the things a lot of
them want is to forget their daily life, forget their jobs, forget their
troubles with their old man or old lady; they want to escape. But with the
blues you can’t escape. The blues takes everything you’ve been going
through and throws it back at you. It has feeling, and if you listen to the
blues you have to feel. If you don’t want to feel, then you don’t want to
hear some guy say, “ Well I went down to the night club and the boss
fired me and now I don’t know what to do.” You’re going to want to hear,
“ Oh Baby, you got a nice ass so le t’s dance.”
So I’ve worked a lot of dives, but some nice places too, like the Great
American Music Hall, and outside of the fact that the sound was nice and
the crowd was big, the benefits you get from working a place like that are

superficial compared to the benefits from working the lower-class
places. I played for a long time at The Saloon in San Francisco, and it was
funky. But the people came to hear me, and they came to hear the blues
because they needed it and liked It. And they were there night after night.
And the blues and booze do seem to go together. One of the reasons is
that most of the people in a blues environment have pressures on
them —like poverty—that drive them to drink. And people who play blues
don’t seem to feel like they’re under the same type of moral restraints
other people might. So among blues players you don’t have the thing that
drinking is bad. And like any other kind of music, it’s played in a night
club, where people go to drink.... I’ve never been able to get along with a
bunch of drunks even when I was completely sober....
We played in Chicago at this place called The Wise Fool’s. Behind the
stage is a picture window out on the street. We were up there doing a
sound check and I had my face to the window. This guy came walking up
the street with a wooden chair, and I thought, “ Now what’s this fool
going to do?” And then he slammed that chair right through the window
in front of me. There was glass flying everywhere, I got off the stage, and
the doorman—a real tall guy—went running out and grabbed the guy
who threw the chair. He had long hair, so the doorman held him off the

“What does not serving you have to do
with throwing a chair through the
window at me?” And he said, “Oh I
didn’t mean it personal, you just
happened to be standing there.”

around for hours practicing standards and dreaming about a real plush
lounge job where I could quietly play “ Moonlight In Vermont” and
“ Stardust” while the people didn’t pay much attention but it was clean
and I was making some good money and relaxing. So I start rehearsing
toward that, but before I do anything, either something comes up or I get
the urge to start performing, and go out and get a job doing what I know
best. Because most of the time, even though I like playing those
standards, when I get in front of people I really want to play the blues. It’s
like It’s my jo b —my calling. I feel like I was “ hired” to play the blues a
long time ago, and I haven’t been fired and I haven’t quit. My job is to get
the blues out there, to turn people on to it, and to supply some of it to the
people who already know about the blues but need a hit of live stuff.
My “ path” is to pursue the blues and the guitar. Some people go to
India and study with a guru, some become president of General Motors....
My path to overcome the fear of death is by playing the guitar and singing
the blues. I hope that by traveling that path, in tim e I’ll know a thing or
two and feel better about life and death. See, to me there’s no difference
between my music and my personal life.... The blues has many parts: one
of them is sitting here talking, another part is raising the kids, another
part is trying to make a living.... Blues is life. All the things you have to do
in life are the ingredients, and the blues is the cake. Even if I had to quit
playing to take care of the family, then that would be the blues too.
Tom McFarland will play at The Sporting House Every weekend from Nov. 15.

ground by it till the police came. I went out and while he was dangling
there I said, “ Hey man, what’s going on?” And the guy explained that
they refused to serve him. So I asked, “ What does not serving you have to
do with throwing a chair through the window at me?” And he said, “ Oh I
didn’t mean it personal, you just happened to be standing there.”
The people who buy records and go to clubs are mostly younger
people. Rock and roll is more a younger person’s thing, and there’s
always an influx of new younger people.... In the late sixties, the blues
became really popular for a while, but that larger audience was
composed of people who became not blues fans, but fans of their
popularity. There are always people who go to hear the music, but when a
kind of music gets popular, there are always more people there to make
the scene. They weren’t hooked on blues, they were hooked on what’s
popular, which always changes. There’s a tailor shop in North Beach with
a sign that says, “ Designer labels removed: $2.00.” I think they’re making
a good point.
But there’s a certain attractiveness in being a blues musician, because
you know that there are some people who are really going to dig that.
And it ’s fun.... If I never made any money playing the guitar, I couldn’t
keep on doing it, though. You have to work, because otherwise you feel
like a bum. So I didn’t come here with the idea that all of a sudden I was
going to announce to Portland, “ Here I am !” and really start doing a
bunch of hot shit. It’s more like having a job.... I just want to get a job
established and have a place to work.
What I’d like is to go into a jazz club and be really accepted, playing the
blues. As far as I’m concerned, there’s the blues, and then there’s the
branch of jazz and the branch of rock, with R&B right up the middle. I play
a lot of songs with more than the standard twelve-bar blue form (“ Try A
Little Tenderness,” "Since I Fell For You,” “ Lover Man” ). Although there
is a musical form associated with the blues, the basic thing has always
been the feeling. But now there’s a particular thing called jazz, and
everything else isn’t. I’d like to erase some of those lines.

really want to play the blues”

“

Have questions about stereo equipment
Tired of listening to a sales pitch
Want some straight answers

Come to

Mh® Audio

ometimes I get real grandiose ideas, like cleaning up my personal

S

act, concentrating on being healthy, on being a more attentive
parent, on not spending money on alcohol. And at those times I sit
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books and

♦ recorders
>♦ whistles
ny varieties
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1710 N.E. 42ND

281-7848

guitars • amps • drums
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authorized music man dealer
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ARTICHOKE MUSIC
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DO-IT-YOURSELF

W O O DSTO VE
SALE

E X P E R IE N C E O R E G O N
E X P E R IE N C E E V E R Y T H IN G B U T
T H E O R D IN A R Y
S H O P A T P O R T L A N D ’S F A M O U S
W EE K E N D M ARKETPLACE
Art, Crafts & International Foods
Saturdays & Sundays thru Christmas in Old Town

Some people prefer to do
things themselves. Waterford
has the only cast iron
do-it-yourself wood burning
stove on the market today.
The 101 is a high quality,
cast iron combustion-control
wood burning home heater,
manufactured with the same
quality castings, meticulous
engineering and efficiencies
of all Waterford products.
Properly assembled and
installed, the 101 will deliver
clean, dry heat at savings
that will be the envy of your
current heating system.

$199 00

T H E 101 - M A D E IN IR E L A N D B Y

Quantities limited to available
inventory No layaways, bank cards,
deliveries

"Warming the hearts and hearths
of Ireland for over 180 years."

WATERFORD

ANCHOR TOOLS &
WOODSTOVES, INC.
618 N.W. DAVIS, PORTLAND, OR 97209 (503) 223-3452

* FREE AT LAST
A BLAST FROM THE PAST *
The Rolling Record Review & Trivia Quiz No. 1
featuring a free record of your choice to the
first five sharpies with correct answers to
all of da questions.
1. What was Jo h n Lennon’s middle nam e before he
switched it to Ono?
2. Who is Mike McGear’s brother?
3. W hat’s on the flip side of the Beatles’ “ Hey Ju d e "?
4. What was the Doors’ first released 45 single?
5. Who wrote “ My Little Red Book’’?
6. Who clubbed Abbie Hoffman over the head w ith his
guitar on stage at the Woodstock Festival in ’69?
7. Who played a concert in San Diego in ’72 where 60
people were arrested and 15 injured in riots?
8. Where and w hen was Bob Dylan born?
9. Which Spencer Davis h it reached num ber 1 on April 16,
1966 w ith Steve Winwood on guitar?
10. Who was bitten on the ass during a concert in Buffalo,
N.Y., M arch 24, 1973?

11. Who said in a ’71 Public Service “ Speed Kills’’ radio
message, “ I catch anybody shooting speed, I ’ll come over
to your house and hang your puppies ’’? \
12. On the Cruising Ips, w hat was the nam e of the blonde
and the redhead?
13. What was Jim M orrison’s occupation?
14. What was the nam e of Je rry Lewis’ son’s band?
15. Where and w hen was the first jukebox installed?
15. Where and w hen was the first jukebox installed?
16. Who wrote “ World W ithout Love’’?
17. Grace Slick and Paul K antner’s original name for their
daughter China w as...?
18. What happened at Altamont on December 8, 1969?
19. What is the nam e of the best Record Store in Portland
where you can get cash for your used records?

R O L L IN G R E C O R D S
3344 S.E. Hawthorne
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F O O D FRO NT CELEBRATES

what women talk about
when men aren’t around

A byage
en
D ouce
Dominique Sanda
Geraldine Chaplin

THE FIRST YEAR
IN ITS N E W STORE

A FILM BY
PAUL VERHOEVEN

s ta r tin g

SPETTER

A N D NATIONAL CO -O P M O NTH

THERE IS N O SUCH THING
AS SIMPLE LOVE.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3
2675 N W T H U R M A N

“A DEEPLY
FELT TRIBUTE.
The film works entirely through the
force of its subject, which is epic.”

EVENTS INCLUDE:

— Vincent Canby, New York Tim es

PORTLAND'S FIRST
PRO-AM COOKIE CONTEST
Judging at 2 p.m. — Awards Announced 7:30 p.m.

FREE H O ED O W N
A N D CORN ROAST
8:00 p.m. — Midnight
music by caller Rick Meyers & Wild Oats

s ta r tin g

N O V

HUGELY ENTERTAINING!”
—Gene Shalit, The Today Show, NBC-TV

FROM

ISAAC

STERN IN C H IN A

Quality locally produced beer and cider will be sold.
a Beverly Hills story

IPS FREE
PARTICIPATING
SPONSORS:
STEREOSUPERSTORES
PORTLAND B0TTLING/7-UP
7-ELEVEN
SQUIRE SHOP
OLYMPIA BEER
WESTMAN'SSTEREO
EVERYBODY'SRECORDS
YAMHILL YAMAHA
MUSIC MILLENNIUM
MILLER BEER
PERFECTLOOK BEAUTYSALONS
JOHN BAUERCONCERTCO.
ANGLES& LINES
BUDGET RECORDS
MR. RAGS
CARCARE
PORTLAND MUSIC
PACIFICTALENT
MR. FORMAL
MOYERTHEATRES
CABLESYSTEMSPACIFIC
3 STRIPESPORTS
CONTACT LENSCLINIC
MAINSAIL
MIAMI JUDI/CUSTOM
ROCK’NROLL CLOTHING
TOWERRECORDS
MALIBU GRAND PRIX
BLITZ-WEINHARD BEER
LONGHAIR MUSIC
LIBERTYCABLE
MT. HOOD RECREATIONASSN.
VIDEOCIRCUIT
PLEASANTHAWAIIAN HOLIDAYS
PHOTOGRAPHY BYFUDGE
RONTONKINTOYOTA
LUXURYTHEATRESAND MORE!

FREERIDE

TAKE TRI-MET FREE TO ROCKWORLD
WITH TICKET.

m u COUSHIMCONVENTIONHAILSEPTEMBER20027

LISTENTOKGON92FM
FORDETAILS
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Q A U G H T BETWEEN A ROCK
ANDA MISUNDERSTANDING AUDIENCE
Nigger. Gregory best summed up the
essence of being a black comedian
and black comedy in general when he
cracked to a mostly white audience
that “ America is really a funny place.
It’s the only place in the world where
I can be made to sit on the back of the
bus and then get paid for just talking
about it.”
Born in a St. Louis ghetto in 1932,
Gregory started his trek into comedy
in the late ’50s, but it wasn’t until
1961 that he began to win recognition
and prominence in the comedic
arena. Credited with being the first
comedian, black or white, to do so
called “ healthy racial jo k e s ,”
Gregory blazed new paths with his
humor for other comedians to follow.

by JOHN VALENTINE
B J e in g a black comedian is a
bitch!” comedian Richard
Pryor has been heard to say on more
than one occasion. The talented but
troubled comic probably best
describes the black com edian’s
dilemma with those seven words.
The job of the black comedian is a
hard and demanding one. Comedians
must constantly walk the tightrope
between what’s funny and what’s in
bad taste, and the black comedian
m ust be p articularly wary of
offending his audience. He must
weigh every word. Every joke. If he
does jokes abou t his black
experience, which often means
m aking fun o f him self, he is
considered an Uncle Tom ...a black
who has sold out for money and
exposure. Conversely, if he acts too
mad about his experiences of being
black in White America, he is just
another angry nigger...and who
wants to relive the sixties?
o fu rth er understan d the
particularly delicate plight of the
black comedian in the ’80s, one must
go back to the ’60s. The attempt by
blacks to open the ear of White
America to the anguish and suffering
of their second-class citizenship gave
rise to a new black consciousness not
only for blacks, but for whites as
well. Blacks were rioting in the
streets, m arching, protesting,
boycotting and in general making a
nuisance of themselves, and just as in
any time of strife and upheaval, the
media moved into the fray with zeal.
Suddenly black faces were all over the
six o’clock news and it was more or
less understood that it was time to
give blacks some forum s for
expressing the way they felt about
being black in America.
One of the foremost proponents of
this new awareness was the black
comedian. Suddenly everything he
uttered was funny. He could now
joke about things like sitting on the
back of the bus, being refused service
in white restaurants, dating white
women and other aspects of black life
theretofore considered very unfunny.
The club circuit opened up all over
the country, and hued humorists like
Dick Gregory, Redd Foxx, Richard
Pryor, Slappy White and others
found themselves much in demand.
The very same things they had been
saying for years on the debilitating
“ chitlin circuit” ...a series of onenight stands in small, smoky black
clubs which usually offered more
frustratio ns than rew ards...w erefunny now to both blacks and whites.
The young, liberal white crowd came
out in droves to hear the black
comedian “ tell it like it is.”

T

robably the hottest black
comedian on the club circuit
during the ’60s and early ’70s
Dick Gregory. Gregory, in addition
to possessing one of the most analytic
minds in comedy, wrote several best
selling books, the most notable being
his autobiography simply titled

P

occasional interviews to magazines,
and fasting over issues which affect
the poor and minorities.
omedy is supposed to be funny,

C

but such isn’t always the case.
Like
any
other
form
of
entertainment, especially where the
big bucks are concerned, comedy is a
cutthroat business, and often the
jockeying for position and prestige
can cause the waters to become
extremely rough and choppy. Those
at the top of the heap, a Johnny
Carson, George Burns or Bob Hope,
are among the highest paid superstars
in show business, regularly sitting in
with heads of state and laughing all
the way to the bank. A few rungs

Gregory best summed up the essence
of being a black comedian when he
cracked to a mostly white audience that
“America is really a funny place. It’s the
only place in the world where I can be
made to sit on the back of the bus and
then get paid for just talking about it.”

G regory’s hum or also cut
scathingly across racial lines, chiding
whites for their prejudices toward
blacks, and introducing the art of
social commentary into comedy, in
much the way a black politician
would seek to serve the interests of
both politics and his black
constituency. “ If there is any
resentment in the house,” Gregory
once told a Las Vegas audience,
“ please burn your cross now so we
can get it over with and get on with
the show.” Gregory’s humor could
also make whites laugh at themselves
while exposing their vulnerabilities
for all to see. Said Gregory: “ You
gotta give white folks credit...their
self-confidence is astounding. Who
else could go to a small island in the
South Pacific where there’s no crime,
poverty, unem ploym ent, war or
worry...and call it primitive?”
While generally acknowledged to
be the Dean of black comedians,
Gregory now finds himself sitting at
home out of work and disillusioned
about the whole unfunny business of
comedy. Always a strong supporter
of the black cause, Gregory has
fasted, marched, demonstrated and
been arrested countless times for his
civil rights activities, most of it during
the time he was widely heralded as
one of the best comedians in the
business. Refusing to knuckle under
to the pressure of “ cleaning up his
act” for the advent of the ’70s and
television, Gregory’s humor became
was bitter and caustic, relegating him to
the junk pile of obscurity in the ’80s.
Now a virtual recluse, the man who
started it all for black comedians
must content himself with helping to
raise his large fam ily, giving

Burton to Shirley Chisholm. Just like
you white cats prefer Lena Horne to
Eleanor Roosevelt.”
“ When I see a fat dude in the
audience, I always try to tell him,
‘Man, do something about that
weight. When did you last see your
weenie?’ ”
Foxx claimed: “ I educated young
America. It’s important to let your
kids hear these records, things they
can’t ask you, they hear on the
re c o rd s.” He recorded comedy
albums by the dozen, the ones that
were supposed to be hidden away. In
1972, Foxx’ big break came. He was
signed to play the cantankerous,
grouchy but lovable old junk man in
the “ Sandford and Son” series. Foxx
was wise enough to use the popular
series as a springboard to bigger and
even better things...the big bucks of
the prestigious Vegas club scene and
appearances in several movies.

ne success of Foxx in making the
transition to television and the
failure of Gregory to do the same
probably can best be explained by the
nature of black comedy before the
advent of television. Black comedy
was largely Al Jolson in black face
singing “ Mammy” or Stepin Fetchit
rolling his big eyes in fright and
uttering his famous “ feets do yo’
duty” line. The few black comedians
who did manage to gain recognition
in the pre-sixties era were having
trouble facing themselves in the
mirror after they got off the set. The
down the ladder, where even the most
black comedy of the pre-sixties era
successful black comedians tend to
wasn’t only offensive to blacks who
find themselves, the going gets much
were joyfully discovering a new
tougher.
awareness of themselves, but to the
Gregory wasn’t the only victim of
whole ideal of freedom, justice and
the intrusion of television and big
equality for all Americans.
bucks into comedy. Many black
When television moved into the
comedians fell by the wayside when
comedy business full time, all hell
black comedy came out of the closet
broke loose! It became not only
and was showcased as prime-time
survival of the fittest, but also of the
fare for television and films...some
wittiest. The strife and turmoil of the
unable, others unwilling to make the
’60s was over and America was
switch. But make no mistake that
supposedly setting about the business
television helped to make the careers
of ushering in a new era of equality
o f m any up-and-com ing black
and prosperity for all its citizens. Yet
comedians who were more than glad
with comedians like Pryor and Rudy
to trade in their club dates for
Ray M oore slinging words like
appearances on the “ Johnny Carson
“ nigger,” “ honky” and “ pussy”
Show.”
a ro u n d , ju st the tho u g h t of
introducing the black comedian to the
ne of the most successful at
sterilized pablum television viewers
m aking the tra n sitio n to
had become accustomed to was a
television was Redd Foxx. Born in St.
th o u g h t which caused many
Louis ten years before Gregory, Foxx
producers to break out in cold sweats.
can tell his own share of hard luck
Black comedians had two choices:
stories. Born Jon Elroy Sandford,
either clean up their act for television
Foxx, started out espousing black
or fall by the wayside. They had to
humor in Harlem niteries. He was
change their image and material to fit
also one of the first black comedians
the image television was looking for
to abandon the rural black humor
in the ’70s...that of the happy-goapproach so popular with black
lucky black without a care or serious
comedians of that era and do urban
thought in his nappy head. Black
ghetto material, of which he had first
comedy, as practiced by the Gregorys
hand knowledge.
and Pryors, was now too political for
It was only after decades of blackTV, and black comics who subscribed
and-blue obscurity on the chitlin
to that particula- brand of humor
circuit that the turbulence of the ’60s
were considered rabble-rousers.
gave Foxx the forum to express his
he progression from the club
“ risque” humor to whites.
“ I don’t want no white woman.
circuit to television was a
When you see me with a white
particularly storm y one for the
woman, I’m holding her for the
enigmatic Richard Pryor. Pryor’s
police. I ain’t stupid either. I prefer
plight probably best illustrates the
E lizabeth
T aylor
to
Shirley
struggle for identity and self-respect
Chisholm. I even prefer Richard
m any black com edians find

T

O

T
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themselves seeking in the ’80s. Widely
proclaimed as the most brilliant of
contem porary comics, Pryor was
born in a ghetto in Peoria, Illinois. A
troubled youth caused him to drop
out of school in junior high, and
eventually led him into comedy.
Comedy for Pryor became more a
form of expression and survival than
it served any m irthful purpose.
Spotted in a N.Y. coffee house, broke
and struggling, by a TV producer,
Pryor was invited to appear on the Ed
Sullivan Show. He has since won an
Emmy for television comedy-variety
writing, written material for Lily
T om lin, Flip W ilson and the
“ Sandford and Son” series, starred
in several top-grossing films, most
recently Stir Crazy and B u stin ’
Loose, and struck gold with several
top selling and critically acclaimed
comedy albums. But his bouts with
the IRS, drugs, women and even
other show business personalities
have been well-publicized.
Pryor’s humor is for the most part
strictly ghetto. When he comes
onstage he usually opens with:
“ Thanks for coming. I hope I’m
funny ’cause niggers will kick ass
after they spend their money and you
a in ’t fu n n y .” P ry o r’s hum or
addresses blacks personally and dares
whites to come along if they have the
guts. Many have, but just as many
have been tu rn ed o ff by his
unrelenting digs. Said Pryor: “ White
folks are cold. 1 went down to the
courthouse the other day looking for
I
w hat
th a t’s
ju stic e ...a n d
found...just us!”
Given free reign by NBC to
produce and star in his own comedy
show a few years back, “ The Richard
Pryor Show” was generally regarded
as a masterpiece of innovation, but
met with the same fate as Redd Foxx’
comedy-variety show on ABC. The
show was axed because of a
disagreement between Pryor and the
network over censorship. Ironically,
Pryor hasn’t worked on television
since, preferring to make movies,
write material for others, appear on
talk shows and make headlines with
his troubled life.

Pryor’s humor is
for the most part
strictly ghetto.
When he comes
onstage he usually
opens with:
“Thanks for
coming. I hope I’m
funny ’cause
niggers will kick
ass after they
spend their money
and you ain’t
funny.”
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robably the best success story of
a black comedian making a
smooth transition to television and its
narrow format is Bill Cosby. Born in
the Philadelphia ghetto, Cosby says
this about his humor: “ I don’t follow
anybody else. My humor, whether
you dig it or not, has got to be real,
something that has happened or is
now happening.”
The formula has served Cosby
well. He was spotted playing secondrate nightclubs in New York in 1965,
and was immediately signed to star
opposite Robert Culp in the highly
successful adventure series “ I Spy.”
His entry into television on a whiteoriented show helped his cause
immensely. In 1968, Cosby was given
his own show, starring as Chet
Kincaid in “ The Bill Cosby Show.”
Cosby has also appeared in top
grossing films, won 5 Grammys for
his comedy albums and has one of the
most successful nightclub acts on the
big-time club circuit. He pulls in the
big bucks as well from commercial
endorsements ranging from Ford to
Jello.
Perhaps because of his rough
childhood, Cosby has a special
affection for children and their
education. His popular “ Fat Albert
and the Cosby Kids” cartoon series
and his critically acclaimed “ The
E lectric C om p an y” are prim e
examples of his concern for young
children. His comedy tends to be
low key and humorous, rather than
gut busting funny like Pryor’s or
Foxx’. Cosby sits informally before
his audience in pullover sweater and
tie and relates tales of growing up
with the gang, family, parent-child
relationships and run-ins with the
missus. Cosby’s Harvard look (he’s a
college graduate with a degree from
Temple University) has served him in
good stead, and today he’s one of the
few black comedians rated acceptable
for television in the ’80s.
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Political Art Calendar 1982
Keep track of important political and social events with this unique
political art calendar for 1982, and help support progressive politics at
the same time. Artists/activists from across the country contributed
their art to this project of the Citizens Party: compelling images of
women’s equality, racism, disarmament. El Salvador, labor, nuclear
war and others. Important anniversaries and other dates in our history
are also commemorated.
Only $51 A perfect gift for friends and all proceeds go to help the
Citizens Party work for economic democracy and social justice. Order
yours now, or see this unique project at the party’s information booth
at Saturday Market. Mail pre-paid orders to:
Number of calendars ordered at $ 5 /ea.
Citizens Party/Calendar
_____ Amount enclosed
3525 NE 13th Ave.
Portland, OR 97212
Name ________ ._________ _____________________________________
Address __________ _ ___________________________ _ — ---------------State------------------ Zip-------------------City

A Project of the CITIZENS PARTY
l i o n ’s ,
*
• CAWLEY LEMAY
LANGE • MORS0 • ULEFOS
COMFORTER • UPLAND • WOODSTOCK • RAIS

WE HAVE OREGON’S LARGEST DISPLAY
OF FINE QUALITY EFFICIENT CAST
IRON WOODSTOVES.
Check Our Prices Before You Buy
Call The Experts for Friendly
Advice and Information
• Including a Complete Selection of
• Metalbestos" Chimney Systems,
Stove Pipe and Adaptors
• Chimgard" Stack Thermometers.
• Chimney Cleaning Supplies
• Hunter Ceiling Fans”
• Hand Forged Fireplace Tools
• Stratojets
• and Many More Accessories

503-236-5444

Liberty Fires
•

I Woodstoves*

1400 S.E. Stark Portland

ATTENTION PIZZA LOVERS

ow that the situation comedy
Now the east side of town has its own East Coast
farce, “ The Good Times” and
style pizzeria. The pizza combines our homemade
“ W hat’s Happening,” where blacks
handstretched crust, spicy sauce, and Italian style
like Jimmy Walker, Fred Berry,
cheeses. The toppings include only authentic Italian
Shirley Hemphill and Luwanda Page
style meats, fresh vegetables, and traditional
were called upon to act out all the
Northwest favorites. Our manager is one of the
stereotypes o f blacks lurking
ominously in the heads of whites, has
originators of two of Portland’s top pizzerias as
been relegated to the scrap heap by
selected by a Fresh Weekly pizza study.
black indignation, the ’80s promise
Other selections include submarines, hoagies,
no black comedic boom. Only black
pasta, homemade soup, and antipasta. Help us get
comedians who can also appeal to
established so we can continue to make
whites will have much of a chance of
improvements for your dining pleasure.
making television in the ’80s. With
the exceptions o f those already
established tale n ts, few black
4901 S.E. H aw thorne
comedians stand prominently in the
235-6671
wings.
The ’80s is the era of the bright,
Complete Cocktail Lounge
w hite, sterilized and purified
BRING THIS AD FOR $2.00 OFF LARGE OR $1.00 OFF SMALL PIZZA. *
comedian in the vein of Robin
•coupon to expire Oct. 31 st.
W illiams, Diana Canova, Chevy
Chase, Lily Tomlin and others of the
new comic genre. The old hands like
Carson and Hope will get their
exposure of course, but the ’80s
definitely belong to the Morks of
comedy.
And what of the black comedian?
The club circuit is all but dead, and
one only has to turn to the tube to
fathom that there just aren’t that
many black comedians or black
comedy shows on television anymore.
Blame it on the economics of
television, the new conservative trend
sweeping the country, long-held
prejudices by white producers or the
unwillingness of the black comedian
to sell out, but the fact remains that
the position of the black comedian
and black comedy in the ’80s is
hapless to say the least. It’s certainly
nothing to laugh about.

N

PIZZA ADDITION

Northern Chinese Cuisine
235-6529

2016 N.E. Sandy Blvd.

YESTERSHADES
VICTORIAN STYLE LAMPSHADES
Silks & Satins with Fringes & Beads
Custom Designing to Suit Your Tastes & Needs

THE ALTERNATIVE . . .
238-5755

3534 S.E. Hawthorne
Portland, Oregon 97214

inc©AKTti'’s
PUB
Sandwiches

Sauerkraut & Sausage
Movies

Friday. Saturday & Sunday Nights

61 € NW 23rdAve
2 2 2 -4 6 6 7
P u n ja b T a v e r n

THE

fM e d i tefTa ne a n

an unusual place

featuring

Greek Wines

Greek Olives

Spanakopita
Dolmades

Souvlaki
Tyrobita

Open for Lunch at 11:00 a.m.
Saturday night - Belly dancing
Wed. night is poetry night—host Walt Curtis

1650 W. Burnside

222-1507

For hamburgers m
& homemade desserts

6517 S.E. Foster Rd.
11 am to 2:30 am
774-7975
33 NW 23rd Pl
223-0287

It starts out as a sandwich,
and ends up as a meal.

Mon-Fri 8:00-7:00
Sat 8:00-4:00
Sun 9:00-1:00

This ad worth one ten cent beer
per customer
Be A Punjabber!

Stephen Farris/Proprietor

FOOTHILL

I

EXPRESSION / DISCOVERY
Sunbow h as g a th e re d elo q u en t w ork
from artists across the country ...
objects that express g re a t thoughts!
C om e see w hat's n e w in quality prints,
flashy c la y w ork & shining glass ...
you'll find h u n d re d s of visual treats.

SUNBOW GALLERY
206 S.W. Stark Portland, Oregon 221-0258
Open Monday through Saturday 10-5
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Kids Against
Cops in Britoin
BySimonFrithBBBBHHBBIBBBIB
feirst the action, then the words. For a moment, as the street fighting spread,
f words failed and only pictures—flaming buildings, gutted cars, layer upon
layer of policemen—told the story. The words soon spewed again—“ riots,”
“ hooligans,” etc.—but for that moment the shock to the British political system
was tangible. Old certainties crumbled, and a new condition flickered through the
smoke.
The first youth riot was in Bristol a year ago, the second flared in Brixton this
April, and the first of this series began in Southall on July 3, but the
event that really jolted our screens that weekend was the explosion
in Toxteth, which was shocking not only for its ferocity
j^ ^ ^ * * ^ *
but also for its accent. ‘‘My aim was to kill a
.
policeman,” a participant told the Sunday
|
Times. “ We wanted to leave them in
V
x
the middle of the road with their arms - 7 r t v j j i g P " uw
and legs broken.” And he spoke in
Scouse, the language of John and
George and Paul and Ringo.
For years now, Liverpool (city
of music and
football, comedians and poets) 4
has been a media
symbol of working-class
.♦
K T jfflgB H B H gS^ccm rnunity, a bastion,
supposedly, of the
cheerfulness that
marks British grit in
«
adversity. Times on
Merseyside were
certainly bad, but these people,
black and white alike,
/ 4p
'
would whistle through,
“ Race riots and the *
like, ” exclaimed the chief constable
~
cannot happen to Merseyside. ”
last year,
Liverpool *
was never the way the Beatles made it seem.
There were race
riots there in 1919,1948, and 1972. Its
citizens have •
always looted, thieved, run in gangs, and hated
the police. “ To tell the truth,” a white Liverpudlian told a friend of mine last
year, “ if someone round here saw a policeman on fire they wouldn’t even piss on
him .” And the fact is that Toxteth doesn’t look much different after the
riots than it did before—a few more shelled shops, a few more rotting cars, a
;
few more broken homes.
j

Liverpool was never the way the Bootleg mode it seem. There were
rose riots there in 1919,1948, end 1972. Its citizens hove always
looted, thieved, run in gongs, and hated the police.

The shock of the Toxteth riot was not that it happened, but that it revealed in
such a sudden glare of violent anger the reality of British race relations under
Margaret Thatcher. If Labour politicians and liberal academics have been
predicting the breakdown of the social order ever since the Tories got in, the
people of Toxteth have been living the breakdown, forced to make sense of it for
themselves.
For at least the last five years the mass media images of British life have made
no sense of the inner city at all. The only public descriptions of what it is like now
to be young or black or unemployed, to be desperate or homeless or bored, have
been songs and records—not only the Sex Pistols’ “ Anarchy in the U .K .” and the
Clash’s “ White Riot,” but Misty’s “ How Long Jah” and Aswad’s “ Warrior
Charge,” Delta 5’s “ Mind Your Own Business” and the Gang of Four’s
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“ Paralyzed,” Bow Wow Wow’s “ W-O-R-K,” and Heaven 12’s “ (We Don’t
Need No) Fascist Groove Thang.” In the week of the riots, the best-selling record
in Britain was the Specials’ “ Ghost Town,” a scary, shambolic account of city
life as it is. The sound of the riots—doomed, two-toned party music—was being
played every hour on Radio One while on the news bulletins in between the
experts wondered what on earth was going on.
Punk and postpunk music hasn’t just described squalor, tedium, and
aggravation—it has been a means of handling them, a source of tolerance and
hope. The day-to-day reality of a monetarist government is meanness, and the
musical task has been to orchestrate the constant individual harassment into a
collective anger, good humor, and obstinacy. What is at issue on the front line of
Thatcherism is a politics of survival, a politics which both divides localities and
unites them. Even in the midst of the fighting local shopkeepers (who in
Manchester stood back-to-back, white and Asian, armed with iron bars) knew
that it was here, with these people, that they had to make their living. Posters
soon appeared on the boarded windows: “ Buy now while shops last!”
Thatcherism has not only made the problem of getting by more acute, but has
also, more importantly, sharpened the difference between the people who can
look after themselves and the people who are dependent on increasingly shoddy
and authoritarian public services. This means that what the bourgeoisie has to say
is now completely incomprehensible to everyone else, so that the standard Tory
explanation of the riots is to blame them on “ outside agitators,” parents, and the
lack of proper religious education in the schools. And as a result, class conflict
increasingly involves confrontation not between capital and labor but between
the individual and the state—the state in the form of the bureaucrats who control
housing, health, education, social security, and the state, above all, as the police
force.
T h e British police force was created in the 19th century not to catch criminals
f but to contain the new proletarian communities. Policemen have had a double
image ever since. In suburbia, they are still the friendly bobbies of tourist
myth—protecting the citizenry, keeping the criminals out. But on inner-city
streets, the police are themselves the threat—the “ rozzers,” the “ filth,” the
“ trouble” of music-hall slang. Urban crowds drink and dance and meet under
license, and policing the inner city has always meant regulating working-class
play and breaking up “ mobs” —one of the major causes of black resentment of
the police is the constant raiding of “ illegal” drinking clubs.
Under the Tories, the class connotations of “ dignity” are obvious. Mass youth
unemployment threatened disorder directly—there are more people involved in
petty crime, more people on the streets to be contained. At the same time, cuts in
state expenditure push people to take things for themselves, to squat in empty
houses and fiddle welfare claims; ways of life become criminal. The police are, in
other words, at the front line of monetarist politics. Their job is to control the
new unemployed, to regulate new state dependents, and Margaret Thatcher’s first
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act as prime minister was to give them a massive pay raise.
Tory law and order is experienced as white law and order. Black/police
relations were particularly embittered, even before the riots, by the Deptford fire
inquiry. Thirteen West Indian teenagers died in an arson-destroyed house in East
London, stronghold of the racist British Movement, and the police not only
discounted the suggestion of a BM attack (“ not enough evidence” ), but put
heavy pressure on the other teenagers who had been at the party to admit to
starting the fire themselves. As youth after youth at the Coroner’s Court
withdrew his sworn statement and described how detectives had detained and
threatened him, it became clear (not least to the outraged parents) that dealing
with a hostile police is now the major preoccupation of inner-city teenage life.
The antipolice fury of the rioters (Moss Side police station in Manchester was
actually besieged) was their political message. The riots were episodes in a war.

In Brixton and elsewhere, the dividing line that policemen usually
drawbetween villains and decent citizens is impossible to define,
and so all young blocks ore treatedas potential muggers
end thieves.

The most savage episodes (Brixton, Toxteth, Moss Side) involved the police
and West Indians. West Indian youths face systematic discrimination in their
search for work, places to live, and places to go, but the effect of such
discrimination is to put them continually up against the police. Black youths live
on the street, subsisting on street skills (small-scale hustling, pilfering, dealing,
etc.). In Brixton and elsewhere, the dividing line that policemen usually draw
between villains and decent citizens is impossible to define, and so all youth
blacks are treated as potential muggers and thieves. In the last five years, black
youth culture has been effectively criminalized. At the same time, much of black
youth’s struggle with the police is for the use of public space—they have few
other gathering spots (the Rialto, burnt down in the Toxteth rioting, had been
well-known for its exclusion of blacks). The police’s task has always been to
control public places, to prevent “ mobs” gathering, and the black/police fight
for space is continuous—the corner of Railton Road and Mayall Road in Brixton,
where black youths have long hung out and white policemen long sought to move
them on, has been called “ The Front Line” for as long as its habitues can
remember.
In this war the police show off their own form of toughness. The white people I
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THREE LIONS’ BAKERY
Uptown - Downtown - All Around Town

3 he caprice o f chef
and sea ^ith

OUR UPTOWN BAKERY OFFERING
A COMPLETE LINE OF
CLASSIC FRENCH PASTRIES

fresh flowers
and fin e ^ine

OUR DOWNTOWN LOCATION
FEATURING SELECTED FAVORITES
FROM THE UPTOWN BAKERY

Dinner from 5:30 Wed.-Sat.
1133 S.W. Morrison

Alan Costfey’s

Cobblers Bench
816 sw 10 portland

222 2577

Maine Moes by Chris Craft
red, navy, green, yellow, brown,
taupe, wine, $25.

into a spacious double bed with a removable
designer print cover. $115. Other sizes available.
We also feature English cotton flannel sheets,
rice paper shades and tatami mats.

Northwest Futon Co.
Unique Oriental Gifts and Furnishings
3159 Southeast Belmont, Portland, Oregon 97214 503-238-0936
Hours: 11 to 6, Mon.-Wed.; 11 to 7, Thurs.; 11 to 6, Fri.; 11 to 5, Sat.
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608 S.W. Alder

Clinton St. Theatre Pullout
EYEWITNESS

Man of Marble
A Polish Kane
Excerpt from the Boston Real Paper—Gerald Peary

W hen Agnieszka (Krystyna Janda), an incredibly brash
student in Andrzej Wajda’s Man of Marble, embarks on a
thesis film exploring Poland in the 1950s, the whole
regime quakes with fear. She’s Pandora with a movie
camera, and the boxes of classified footage she pries open
and projects show Poland’s post-World War II socialist
promise betrayed. Agnieszka’s documentary-in-themaking focuses on a once-honored Polish bricklayer,
Mateusz Birkut (Jerzy Radziwilowicz), who fell out of
government favor. It’s a tale of intense meaning for all
Poles who demand more from their country than a
fossilized Stalinoid state.
When Man of Marble was first
released, in 1977, it was a cause for
national celebration—a spectacular
signal that Poland’s most famous and
prestigious film m aker, Andrzej
(Kanai, Ashes and Diamonds) Wajda
had thrown in completely with the
dissident workers. Afterward, Wajda
was chosen as the official chronicler
of the escalating Polish revolt, and
one of the protestor demands last
year w as th a t W ajda’s recent
documentary of striking workers be
broadcast on national television.
Man of Marble is a political
thriller, a bit like Z or Medium Cool
or The China Syndrome, though far
more complex than any of these.
More properly, it’s been called the
Citisen Kane of Polish cinema, and
th is title is both a hyperbolic
comment on its quality—It’s a very
good film, not a great one—and a
pragmatic description of its form.
There’s no doubt that Wajda meant it
as a Polish Kane, and it’s similarly
structured as a media Investigation
into the life of an enigmatic public
figure who has fallen from power.
Kane’s peripatetic re p o rte r is
replaced by Marble’s feisty film
student and Orson Welle’s newspaper
king, Charles F oster Kane, is
supplanted by Marble’s people’s
hero, Birkut.
Citisen Kane is the story of an
Idealist who turns sour and elitist
and betrays his country. Man of
Marble is about a country that turns
sour and elitist and betrays its
idealists. After World War II, nobody
is more enthralled than Birkut with

the new Communist Poland. He’s a
young peasant who signs up to help
build the model Socialist city of Nowa
Huta. He sets speed records for
bricklaying and he volunteers to star
as the p ro le taria t hero of a
government film preaching the new
society—Architects
of
Our
Happiness. Birkut’s a model in work
and also a model in love, engaged to a
h e a rty and photogenic young
gymnast. His enthusiasm knows no
lim its—he even travels to frontier
towns to show people how to work
faster,faster,faster.
Jolt 1: What seems patriotism to
B irk u t sm acks of old-fashioned
speedup to others. Somebody
anonymous hands him a hot brick
and Birkut’s palms cook. Christ-like,
he continues, swathed in bandages,
suffering for others’ non-Sociallst
sins.
Jolt 2: Birkut’s beloved Poland
becomes the n ig h tm are Kafka
prophesied. His friend Wltek walks
past a secretary with four ominous
phones and into a bureaucrat’s long
office, where he literally disappears.
Next, Wltek pops up on trial for
sabotage and confesses his guilt. In
fact, all those on trial say “ Guilty.”
Jo lt 3: B irk u t is Im prisoned
himself. He Is treated as a Polish
T rotsky. His film biography is
banished to the vaults. The marble
sta tu e of B irk u t, R evolutionary
W orker, is knocked over and
deposited In a museum backroom. A
mammoth poster of his exemplary
face is pulled down and a shiny new
working-class hero is th ru st in his

place.
Jolt 4: Birkut, rehabilitated and
released from prison is still no hero.
His fiancee has denounced him. His
friend Wltek Is now a government
gladhander. B irk u t casts an
unm arked ballot in a local election,
refusing to be one of the happy 92
percent in the Eastern European
Socialist countries who always vote
pro-government.
Birkut disappears....
Agnieszka wants desperately to
find him. One quite wonderful thing
about Man of Marble is its erotic
content. It’s a love story between the
filmmaker and her subject. The first
time Agnieszka sees the m arble
statue of Birkut, she straddles it
while photographing. She’s hooked.
The second time she sees Birkut is in
an old documentary—a closeup of his
cute, wide-eyed face. All the way
through, Agnieszka’s intensity is
sexy and catching: she even makes
cigarette smoking appealing again,
for she inhales with such bravura
and joy.
I t ’s Andrzej W ajda’s m ost
accessible, appealing film in two
decades, e n te rta in in g w ithout
compromising its intellectual rigor
and concern for form. Krystyna
Janda, who plays Agnieszka, is a
peach. Man of Marble is also
essential
viewing
for
the
e x tra o rd in a rily ingenious fllmw lthin-a-film , Architects of Our
Happiness, W ajda’s m asterfu l
parody of Socialist Realism.
Hereafter, you won’t be able to look
at a craggy peasant or a stadium
festival of happy youth w ithout
chuckling away.

Coming November 4-9 at the
Clinton Street Theatre.

For further Clinton St. Theatre
program information, turn
the page.

C o-stars Sigourney Weaver (who
made a remarkable screen debut In
Alien) and William H urt (Introduced
in Altered States) create an intriguing
th rille r of oddly m ism atched
c h a ra c te rs th ro w n together by
perilous
circum stances
In
■yewitness. Daryll Deever (Hurt) is a
Vietnam vet, an unassum ing janitor
who nourishes his fantasy desire for
television reporter Tony Sokolow
(Weaver) by replaying the videotapes
he makes of her late night news
rep o rts.
H er
glam or
and
sophistication, the media charisma
she projects into his home nightly,
suddenly come his way in person
when she is assigned to investigate a
m urder in the building where Daryll
works the lonely night shift.
To prolong his contact with the
alluring Tony, Daryll claims to have
knowledge about the m urderer. His
misleading but provocative statement
leads to a love affair th at places both
of their lives in jeopardy. Their
rom ance hovers on the edge of
danger from that moment forward.
One of the central themes Steve
Teslch (Academy Award for his
filmscript Breaking Away) explores
in Byewitness is the emergence of
television journalists as authentic
celebrities whose professional and
private lives often m ake bigger
headlines than the news events they
report. Prior to filming, Weaver
researched her role by going out on
assignm ents with the news team
from a local New York TV station.
The actress says of the experience:
“I was tremendously impressed by
the long hours and dedication of the
reporters, but what really surprised
me was the edge that women have
over their male colleagues. In getting
a story women can be terrib ly
charming and exude the kind of
personality that makes people want
to open up and talk.
Sigourney Weaver is a veteran of
off-Broadway and the pick of many
in
the
film
in d u stry
for
su p erstard o m . Her pleasure in
reaching the top so quickly is
tempered with her desire for a wider
range of parts than she’s being
offered currently. “I feel I ’ve already
been typecast to some extent. I ’m
thought of as up-scale, intelligent,
aggressive, capable, modern, and I
suppose, attractive In the commercial
sense. But I ’m usually drawn to
parts nothing like that. That’s the
‘actor’s dilemma’—it’s not unique to
me.” When asked what goals she has
as an actress...“To create characters
th a t w ouldn’t exist w ithout my
Initiative and to play Miss Marple
when I ’m 80.”

H u rt chose his second role
carefully, to avoid repeating the
scientist-psychedelic traveler type he
played In Altered States. “I want to
be rem em bered for th e varied
perform ances I ’ve g iven.” H u rt
brought a great deal of personal
experience to the role of Deever,
including the solitary bent that he
b reaks from only as the plot
thickens.
“ Sure he has his fantasies. He’s a
real dream er w hen it comes to
watching television and wanting to
meet her. But he’s not sitting around
and letting that fantasy destroy him.
He’s lucky enough to find pleasure
and satisfaction in his life as it is. ”
■yewitness is one of the best of
recent American releases, directed by
Peter Yates, who teamed with Teslch
In creating Breaking Away. Be sure
to catch ■yewitness, October 21-29,
at the Clinton Street Theatre.
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1981 ACADEMY AWARD
WINNER BEST FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILM
Moscow D oes N ot Helieve in Tkars’ is one o f
the best films, foreign or domestic, Ive seen .'
— Carrie Rickey, Village Voice

October—November
“ The natural, truly inspired playing of
Ellen Burstyn, makes ‘Resurrection’ a
m oving, original and m agnetic film .”

The Saragossa Manuscript

Rex Reed

RESURRECTION
Melvin And Howard

DELECTABLY FUNNY!...
Now see why the Academy voters fell
fo r this endearingly romantic comedy

Tell someone that a movie is about
America and, if (s)he has any sense, (s)he’ll
head for the exit. But I don’t know how else
to define the subject of Jonathan Demme’s
funny, stirring film: it moves from mystical
apprehension of American values to astute
satire, from warm evocations of middle-class
institutions to a somber appreciation of their
limitations, using a visual style that is at
once lyrically radiant and naggingly honest.
And as Demme’s casual, episodic narrative
unwinds, following the fortunes of gasstation attendant Melvin Dummar (Paul Le
Mat) after his brush with the scruffy legend
of Howard Hughes (Jason Robards), it all
looks so easy, unforced, and simple—which
is one definition of great moviemaking.
Chicago Reader

Stevie Wonder’s great score enhances director Walon
Green's (Hellstrom Chronicle) dazzling array of
cinematic techniques to chart the link between human and plant consciousness. A mesmerizing, enlightening
experience.

Moscow Does Not Believe in Tears
6:48 & 9:88
Wed Sept. 83—Tues Sept. 89

7:00
Resurrection
8:88
Melvin (and Howard)
Wed Sept. 30—Tues Oct. 6

6:48 /10:00
Dark Star
8:18
Secret Life of Plants
Wed Oct. 7—Tues Oct. 13

Eyewitness
7:00 * 9 : 1 0
Wed Oct. 81—Tues Oct. 87

7:00
Body Snatchers
Nosferatu
9:08
Wed Oct. 88—Mon Nov. 9

—Kathleen Carroll, New York Daily News

"FILM MAKING AT
ITS BEST..."

—Richard Schickel, TIME Magazine

Dirtcud by VLADIMIR MEN5HOV

NOT

BELIEVE
IN
TEARS ,

A forthright comedy about Soviet life as three young
women come to Moscow for new lives and urban
excitement. The film covers a 20-year period, as each of
them picks her own path, while maintaining a close
mutual friendship. It is very reminiscent of American
romantic comedies of the 1930s, with a poignancy that
is truly universal.

238-8899

Man of Marble
6 :4 8 * 9 :8 0
Wed Nov. 4—Mon Nov. 9

Asm all band of Napoleon’s soldiers, looting
during the invasion of Spain, bursts into a
room and come upon a bound manuscript.
Without a second’s hesitation—bullets and
cannonfire whistling over their heads—they
sit down and eagerly commence reading the
tale of a young nobleman traveling through a
haunted Goya-esque landscape. The
nobleman, after several fascinating but only
partly complete adventures, sits down to
hear a story about another young nobleman,
on a fascinating Journey of his own, who
himself sits down halfway through to hear
the equally compelling story of the
adventures of yet another young noble. The
resulting nest of tales-within-tales is so
intricate, each one so dazzling in its romantic
interest yet so frustrating in its suspense
that you may go halfway out of your
mind—but your elation will be so intense
when the threads are (miraculously,
breathtakingly) drawn up at the climax that
it ’s worth the risk. This movie is a
masterpiece quite unlike any other. Made in
Poland in 1968 by Wojciech 3. Has.
Saragossa Manuscript
7:30
Wed Oct. 14—Tues Oct. 80

Heartworn Highways6:48 /10:08
Gal Young Un
8:80
Wed Nov. 11—Mon Nov. 16

Heartworn Highways

ORIGINAL

Heartworn Highways is one of the best music
films these eyes have ever seen. Starring Townes
Van Zandt, Guy Clark, the Charlie Daniels Band,
David Allen Coe, Larry Jon Wilson, Steve Young,
Barefoot Jerry and Gamble Rogers, Heartworn
Highways presents an intim ate look at these
perform ers and provides a clear insight into their
lives and how they create m usic....
See Heartworn Highways; given the current
state of American film, it is like a cool breeze
wafting across the stockyards.
John Lomax HI
A j A

"COMPLETELY FRESH . . . A TRULY ROMANTIC THRILLER."
David Denby, New York Magazine

R OMANTIC
"A FRESH, FUN, ENTERTAINING ROMANTIC THRILLER. WILLIAM
HURT GIVES THE PUREST, MOST CHARMING PERFORMANCE OF
THE YEAR."

Our “ classic” Halloween bill. Werner Herzog gets a
great Dracula performance from his Aguirre star,
Klaus Kinski, with Phil Kaufman’s remake of Body
Snatchers, featuring Donald Sutherland, Brooke
Adams and Leonard Nimoy. Guaranteed chills and

Joanna Langfield, W M CA

THRILLER
"AN ECCENTRIC TREAT... LEADS FROM ONE SCARE SEQUENCE
TO ANOTHER AND ULTIMATELY TO A SMASHING FINALE."
Vincent Canby. New York Times

YQLJING

. . . the peculiar
marriage of
Mattie and Trax

It is the Prohibition Era, and the place is the
backwoods country of Florida. Mattie Sites, a widow of
means, lives alone on her family farm. Trax, a young
dandy down on his luck, learns of her situation and
convinces the skeptical Matt that he loves her. They are
already married before Trax reveals his true intentions
by building a whiskey still on her property.
Trax oversteps himself when he brings home a young
girlfriend, Elly, claiming that she is just a “ gal young
un with no place to go.” Finally Matt regains her selfreliance and takes her own destiny in hand—much to
the surprise of Trax and Elly.

Eyewitness is reviewed on the preceding page.

The Media Project Presents “Independent View s’*
At the Clinton St. Theatre

Every Tuesday in November

W omen F ilm A rtists

U p A gainst The Ropes

IRTomen Film Artists is a
diverse, dynamic and
accomplished selection of
films by Northwest women
w ill
film m akers.
We
premiere Aa If By Magic, by
Jan Baross, a film about
puppets with music by the
Portland Opera Associa
tion. Creation, a brand new
animation by Joan Gratz,
pioneers a new animation
technique—clay printing—
to create a stunning
metamorphosis of images. Also included: Some of These
Days, by Elaine Velasquez—a quiet, human and;
frequently humorous look at four older women andi
how they view their lives; and, A Family Affair, by|
Susan Shadburne—a powerful drama about guilt and
violence in marriage.

T h is program features the
work of documentary
filmmaker Carl Jones, and
the cinem atography of
Richard Blakeslee. Jones
d o c u m e n ts A m e r ic a n
subcultures, be they winos,
wrestlers, prison Inmates
or fishermen. Jones will be
coming from Spokane to
talk about how he chooses
his subjects and gains their
trust. Jones’ film s are
provocative and sometimes
controversial (as in the award winning Nobody Lives
Here, where prisoners openly talk about the killer
squad they have organized “ within the w alls” ).
Included are: The Neighborhood, Savage and some
rushes from a new film about Alaskan deep sea fishing.

7:18
“ Women Film Artists’*
9:18
Skip Tracer
Tuesday, November 3

$2.50 Both Shows

7:18
“ Up Against The Ropes**
9:18
Skip Tracer
Tuesday, November 10

odern Vlews]

4

Gas City

Auulti-media artist Ken Butler will moderatethisi
show of film and video shorts, and will perform one of
his much acclaimed hybrid instrument pieces between
rworks. Modern Views is a collection of new image
Iworks which will include: two New Wave video tapes
krom Seattle, Badio Danos and Vaporised; an absurdisd
[plxillation, Nermish Gothic; and two experimental
animations, Patchwork and Handsong.

G a s City does for the
class
w orking
what
American Graffiti did for
th e p o s t - h ig h - s c h o o l
middle-class generation.
Gas City portrays a sub
culture that lives on neonlit Highway 101. The hero,
Lyle, is a drifter in his 20’s
whose biggest claim to
glory is a recycled police
oar and a restlessness
that keeps him moving.
Lyle goes through the
motions of taking a job as a gas attendant, forming an
attachment (Sherry), finding a computer job with a
“ fu tu re ,” and feeling the crush of captivity.
Producer/director/star Jeff Meyer will be in Portland
to talk about this film and the new feature he has begun
shooting in Seattle._________________ _
_

“ Modern Views”
7:18
9:18
Skip Tracer
Tuesday, November 17

Gas City
7:18
Skip Tracer
9:18
Tuesday, November 84

Skip Tracer, by Zale Dulen, captured audience attention and top honors at the Northwest Film
and Video Festival three years ago. The tale of a tough, zealous skip tracer for a large finance
company whose Job is to find “ deadbeats” who skip out on their bills. David Peterson delivers a
stunning performance as he ruthlessly strives to keep his status in a business that permits no
regrets. Skip Tracer was “ Critic’s Choice” at the Canadian Film Awards and a New York Film
Festival selection.

$1.50 One Show

Tickets at the door

SPIRITS LIFTED HERE!

PQRR£TTa
NOW YOU CAN TAKE IT OUT
OR EAT IT HERE!
WHOLE WHEAT OR WHITE CREST
COMPLETE DELI

IMPORTED & DOMESTIC BEER & WINE
SUB SANDWICHES & SALADS
CALL AHEAD
YOUR ORDER WILL
BE READY WHEN
YOU ARRIVE

VISA

TO GO
232-2812

HOURS
TUES-WED-THURS-SUN
4 PM - 10 PM
FRI & SAT
5 PM - 12 MIDNIGHT
CLOSED M O NDAY

2239 SE HAWTHORNE BV.
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W HAT SORT OF PEOPLE READ
CLINTON STREET QUARTERLY?
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distinguished journal o f humor, commentary, fiction, political analysis and eyeball snagging
graphics o ff to the printer and w ith in days there aren’t any o f them le ft in our humming
distribution center, the stamps are all gone, and we begin getting rude phone calls in th e night,
some from as far away as Borneo and Missoula, Montana!
Recently the winner o f six major journalism awards from the Society o f Professional Journalists,
we were the firs t w ith an analysis o f El Salvador, weeks before the real poop hit the fro s t box.
Our extended interview w ith the Black United Front’s Ron Herndon shed much needed light on
the inside workings o f Portland's school strike. Our recent article by distinguished Oregon
historian William Appleman Williams chased down the origins and rationale behind the g ro w th o f
th e American Empire, from Jefferson to Henry K.
But the Clinton s tre e t Quarterly isn’t only a journal o f provocative commentary. On and between
our covers you’ll discover some o f the m ost exciting graphics, wacko humor and fiction west o f
the international dateline, as well as entertaining and insightful articles on music, people and
events.
So if you can't afford to spend your valuable tim e standing around on stree t corners four times
a year, but you w a nt to be up on w h a t’s w h at and all that, t r y subscribing to the CSQ. Four
issues, five bucks. To make the o ffe r even more tantalizing, we’ll th ro w in fives passes to the
Clinton Street Theater. How's th a t sound?

A new RCSTxiuRhnT
OPENING in TH€ FML
N€XT DOOR TO TH€ CLINTON ST. THGhTRG
(^TURING

Not bad, l suppose, you hyperbolic devil. Enclosed is m y $5.00 fo r 4 issues o f th e CSQ and 5 passes
to th e C linton S treet Theater.
Name

__.

________ ____________________________________

A d d r e s s _____________ _______ ___________________________
C i t y ----------------- ------T---------------------s t a t e ________ Z ip p a ro o ______________ ___________ ____
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Mail to: CSQ. 2522 S.E. Clinton, Portland, OR 97202
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know who were in Brixton during the riots were far more frightened by the police
beating on their shields, whooping and screaming, than by the rioters. And there
is no doubt that such militant camaraderie has racist overtones—blacks are the
enemy, and the most frightening TV image from Brixton was the glee with which
detectives snatched Rastafarians out of the crowds by their hair. The immediate
exhilaration felt by young blacks in Bristol last year, in Brixton and Liverpool
this year, reflected their belief that the police had been held off. For a night,
they’d got away with things.
Communities, though, cannot win riots. “ The world is going to get mashed up
tonight,” one kid said to another in Brixton last week. “ I hope it’s not our
house,” came the reply. The shock of the Brixton and Toxteth riots was the
glimpse they gave of the desperation that such protest involves. And if the leading
part in these riots was played by youth, the adult black community has given the
subsequent defense committees solid support.
■ n the West Indian youth riots the police were taken on as both the authoritarian
• and the racist state. In other riots these strands were untangled. The trouble in
Southall started with an invasion of East End skinheads come to see the 4 Skins,
an oi band who were playing a local pub. After the skins rushed through the
streets, stealing and punching, Asian youths gathered in pursuit. The police were
caught in the middle, and the pub was burned to the ground. But here too anger
quickly shifted onto policemen for apparently protecting the skinheads in a way
they have never protected the Asian community.
For years now Asians in Britain have faced harassment—windows smashed,
slogans daubed, shops rifled, men beaten, and women jostled. Paki-bashing has
been a skinhead passion since 1968. And in the last 12 months the anti-Asian
terror has become more vicious as the openly violent British Movement has
succeeded in organizing skinheads the way the respectable fascists of the National
Front have since 1978. In Coventry, two Asians have been knifed to death in the
last six months—a student killed in the city center on a busy Saturday afternoon,
and a doctor the apparent victim of “ a 15-pound bet that I couldn’t get a Paki.”
Asian families on white housing estates have been firebombed; Asian workers on
evening shift are escorted home as a matter of normal security. The police have,
until recently, refused to admit that there was any evidence that these attacks
were racially motivated, but they have advised Asians not to go into the city
center on Saturday, when skinhead gangs gather in shop doorways to prevent
Asian women from entering. I have some sense of what it was like in Germany in
the early days of anti-Semitic thuggery.
The irony of the Southall riot was that in any other circumstances the
skinheads would have been fighting the police. The most violent antiauthori
tarian music is made by oi groups like the 4 Skins, and Coventry’s oi band, the
Criminal Class, plays for left demonstrations and has rejected National Front
overtures strictly on the grounds of its hatred for the cops. Skinhead racism itself
is an odd combination of bravado, style, and ideology. Recently it’s become a

way of making sense of the white experience of Thatcherism. The National Front
has a purchase on this section of white youth precisely because it seems to take
seriously the daily assertions of respectable politicians that Britain has been
swamped by “ immigrants.” Skinheads find it easy to explain Paki-bashing—they
have taken “ our jobs.”
But in other circumstances the skinheads’ “ we” has a different referent—not
white versus black, but youth versus authority. In the “ copycat riots” that
followed Southall and Toxteth, black youths and skinheads threw bricks together
and passed each other the loot. These “ riots” were an escalation of weekend
battles that have been fought by youths and police for the last 30 years; as several
local police chiefs agreed, what the press described as riots were routine
disturbances. The young have always been bored. Their boredom has always
focused on public places. The police have always tried to keep them from
congregating. Teenage gangs have been visible in Britain for 100 years, and while
the setting of gang violence has changed—dance halls in the 1950s, football
matches in the 1970s—the search for some action has not. Ian Walker was in
Brixton the Saturday night of the riot week: “ Skinheads kept away but the rest of
youth culture was out in force: mods, Rastas, punks, soul-boys, rockabillies,
even a few New Romantics who stood their ground outside a Brixton
underground station when the police tried to move them o n .”

A model ofpolitical organization based on the workplace, on the
imagery of shop-floor solidarity, means little to people who have
never been in a workplace, don't have bosses, and are excluded
from trade unions.

T h e socialist explanation for youth riots is unemployment—youth “ rebellion” is
f the measure of youth “ oppression.” But, in practice, the left has made little
sense of youth politics—the young unemployed have been drawn to nationalist
groups but not to socialist ones. A model of political organization based on the
workplace, on the imagery of shop-floor solidarity, means little to people who
have never been in a workplace, don’t have bosses, and are excluded from trade
unions. Youth unemployment is not experienced as a struggle for work but as a
struggle for independence in which the state in general and the police in particular
exercise power.
For the young unemployed, leisure activities are not just breaks from work but

Vihen it’s time to replace
your woodstove,

buy the one you
won’t have to replace.
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the site of a power struggle. Adult commentators assume that everyone out of
work is miserable, but the question posed by Britain’s riots (and by some of the
rioters in Zurich, Berlin, and Amsterdam over the past year) is whether such
misery must be passive. The young are less tied to the family than the adult
unemployed; they have a more fluid relationship to the economy. It is easier for
them to hustle. And as hustlers, surviving in the interstices of a declining welfare
state, the immediate political problem is how to deal with a cruelly niggling
authority. Riots are a spontaneous, destructive expression of the resulting
frustration and rage, but the question they leave behind is whether the
communities in Brixton and Toxteth, in London and Manchester, can act
together in any other way.
The common strand uniting all the riots was youth (even if some of the stone
throwers were children and many of the looters adults), but it is still difficult to
decide how this makes the English riots different from what happened in the USA
in the 1960s or in Northern Ireland throughout the 1970s. Youth is a social
category as a matter of policy; it is the effect of young people’s special treatment
by welfare bureaucrats and housing committees, by employers and governments.
In Britain, youth unemployment is a new phenomenon—it has been a problem of
any sort only since 1972, and today’s teenagers are in the first generation not to
leave school, go to work, and grow up quite smoothly (their parents were the
affluent, rock and roll teenagers of the 1950s). One effect of this is that young
people identify not with their class or their families, or with workmates of all
ages, but with their friends and neighbors on the streets. It is in these groups (no
longer broken up by jobs) that the fight for independence goes on, and so,
immediate political identifications are not socialist but nationalist—hence
skinhead fascism. But youths are also involved in struggles that transcend these
divisions. The fight for independence—for money and resources of their own—is
a fight with the state and the police in which the young unemployed share an
interest not just with each other but also with a growing number of adult social
groups.
The most striking thing about inner-city areas like Brixton and Toxteth is that
they are not ghettos but, rather, communities made up of all sorts of people on
the fringes of the social system. Decaying housing is cheap housing; dead
factories can be occupied; cheap shop space is available for co-ops and
communes and political groups. Both Brixton and Toxteth are inhabited by
whites as well as blacks, by students, ex-students, and bohemians, by Trotskyists
and militants, by single parents, women’s groups, and gays. The resulting
communities, hippie meets punk, are places of pleasure as well as despair.
British economists now assume that no matter who decides economic policy
Britain will soon have at least one million unemployed in 1990—workless youths
are going to be the norm. The political fight to come, the fight prefigured by the
riots, is not for work, but for space—space to live, space to play, space (if we’re
all very lucky) in which to put together new race and sex and class relations. Adult
commentators have belatedly been listening to old records—finding the despair
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of youth in punk, the violence in oi, the bitterness in reggae. What they have
missed is the fun and defiance, the ways in which black and white groups like the
Beat and UB40, inner-city intellectuals like the Fall and the Au Pairs, have turned
tension into a dancefloor drive.
After the Asian killings in Coventry, the Specials organized a daylong protest
concert. It got grudging support from the local council and the police—they
imposed such stringent staging conditions that it cost the group 9000 pounds just
to get the venue ready. In the wake of National Front threats, only 2000 people
came—they were young, tense, friendly, and defiant. Coventry youth was on
display and on a damp evening, the stadium was ringed by policemen, the
Specials played the most intense music they have ever made. “ This town is
coming like a ghost town,’’ they sang, and for a moment the demons were
exorcised.
Reprinted from the Village Voice, July 22-28,1981
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IF THE MORAL MAJORITY HAS I I S W M
YOUR BETTER START PRAYING.
They do, and we would defend that right. Even
those who oppose the Bill of Rights are pro
tected by the First Amendment. The danger
lies in the content of their views, not in their
right to express them.
Nor is it a question of partisan politics.
There have been shifts of power from one
party to another before. That is not what con
cerns us. The American Civil Liberties Union
is non-partisan and does not endorse or oppose
candidates for public office. But we will make
certain that, whatever other changes may
occur in the political arena, the Constitution
does not become a casualty of the new order.

The Moral Majority—and other groups
like them —think that children
should pray in school. Not ju^t
their children. Your children.
But that’s just the beginning.
They want their religious
doctrines enacted into law and
imposed on everyone.
If they believe that birth control
is a sin, then you should not be allowed to use
contraceptives.
If they believe that abortion is wrong, then
you should not be allowed to have one.
If they believe that the Bible condemns
homosexuality, then the law should punish
homosexuals.
If they believe that a man should be the
breadwinner and the divinely appointed head of
the family, then the law should keep women in
their place.
If they are offended by the ideas in certain
books, then the law should ban those books
from your libraries and schools.
And like Joe McCarthy, they believe that
anyone who disagrees with them should be
barred from teaching in the public schools.
These new groups are on the march and
growing stronger each day. Their agenda is
clear and frightening: they mean to capture the
power of government and use it to establish a
nightmare of religious and political orthodoxy.
And they are dangerously deceptive. They
appear to represent American patriotism,
because they wrap them selves in the American
flag and use words like “family” and “life” and
“tradition.”
In fact, their kind of “patriotism” violates
every principle of liberty that underlies the
American system of government. It is intoler
ant. It stands against the First Amendment
guarantees of freedom of expression and sepa
ration of church and state. It threatens aca
demic freedom. And it denies to whole groups
of people the equal protection of the laws.
Make no mistake about it: the new evan
gelicals are not a conservative movement. True
conservatives place great value on the Bill of
Rights—a tim e-tested document designed to
guarantee individual rights by limiting the
powers of government.
In fact, the new evangelicals are a radical
anti-Bill-of-Rights movement. They seek not to
conserve traditional American values, but to
overthrow them. Their agenda represents
massive government intrusion. And conserva
tives as well as liberals should stand up against
them.

WHAT THE ACLU CAN DO.
For 60 years, the American Civil Liberties
Union has been the organization that protects
the Bill of Rights. As former Chief Justice Earl
Warren wrote:
“The A C LU has stood foursquare against the
recurring tides of hysteria that from time to time
threaten freedoms everywhere... Indeed, it is
difficult to appreciate how fa r our freedoms
might have eroded had it not been for the
Union’s valiant representation in the courts
of the constitutional rights ofpeople of all per
suasions, no matter how unpopular or even
despised by the majority they were at the
time. ”
We’ve been there in the past and we’ll
be there in the days ahead. We will meet
the anti-Bill-of-Rights forces in the Con
gress, in the courts, before state and
local legislatures, at school board hear
ings. W herever they threaten, we will be
th ere —with lawyers, lobbyists, staff and
volunteers—to resist their attem pts to deprive
you of your liberty and violate your rights.

WHAT YOU CAN DO.
The ACLU, like the Moral Majority,
depends on individual contributions. But they
raise more money in a few weeks
than we raise in a year.
We can only be as strong as the
number of people who support us.
Ultimately, the protection of your
rights depends not on legislatures,
not on who gets elected President, not
even on the courts. It depends on indi
vidual citizens, aware of the fragility of
liberty, alert to the forces that imperil it,
and prepared to give of themselves in order
to preserve it.
In the past, when the Bill of Rights was in
danger, enough people recognized the threat,
and came together in time to repel it. Such a
time has come again.
It is up to you to assure that the Bill of
Rights will be passed on intact to the next
generation.
Please send us your contribution before
another day passes.
Without your help, we don’t have a prayer.

THE DANGER POINT.
These groups have already had
alarming success. They have been
pivotal in blocking passage of the
E.R. A. in fifteen states. Public school
boards all over the country have banned
and imposed prayer and other religious cere
monies.' State legislatures have begun placing
increasingly severe restrictions on a woman’s
right to have an abortion. And there is mount
ing pressure to pass laws requiring the teaching
of the Biblical account of creation as an
alternative to evolution.
They have grown into a rich and powerful
force in this country.
How rich? In a week, the Moral Majority
raises a million dollars with its television program.
How powerful? In the last election, key
members of Congress w ere successfully tar
geted by them for defeat, because of their posi
tions on abortion, E. R. A., and other civil
liberties issues.
And the head of the Moral Majority prom
ises more of the same. At a press conference a
week after the election, he warned elected offi
cials, both Republican and Democrat, to “get in

step” or “be prepared to be unemployed.”
Already there is talk of constitutional
amendments that would impose prayer in the
public schools and outlaw all abortions. And leg
islation has been introduced that would strip
federal courts of their authority even to hear
constitutional cases.
In the Senate, Strom Thurmond will now
chair the Judiciary Committee, which controls
most legislation affecting the courts and the
Constitution. Senator Thurmond favors repeal
of the Voting Rights Act of 1965, and has
announced his support of much of the Moral
Majority’s program. He has actively opposed
civil rights and civil liberties for thirty years.
Now he may prevail.
We are facing a major struggle over the
Bill of Rights. This struggle does not involve
the question of whether the Moral Majority and
other groups like them have the right to speak.
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J "W h a t w i ll
happ en t o
th e U n ite d
States If the Indus
tries th at manu
facture semicon
ductors, micro-pro
cessors, and com
puters are forced
out o f business
while the nation is
busy rearming It
self? What good
does It do us to

RE -ARMING A MERICA

w orld in missile
production if we
ore at the same
time being defeat
ed In toasters?"

-

by Earl Klee
“The old Is dying and the new
cannot be
born; In this
interregnum a great variety of
morbid symptoms appear."
Antonio Gramsci

The New Reality
A A orbid sym ptom s seem to
■ > ■ abound in national politics
these days. H aving successfully
garnered only 26% of the eligible
vote, the Reagan Administration has
embarked on an attempt to remake
A m erican Society in a h ard ,
regressive im age. The abject
complicity of most Democrats only
lends an air of respectability to such
trends. While playing to the populace
with pseudo-populist rhetoric about
limiting the size of government and
bureaucracy, what is emerging is an
ever-m ore centralized co rp o rate
military state.
We live in a “ society of the
spectacle.” Images, personalities,
symbols, the battle between “ good
people” and “ bad ones,” the trivia
of daily life raised to inane heights by
the mass media...all this threatens to
submerge serious thought. The rather
ghoulish figure of a James Watt or an
Alexander Haig could easily become
the Richard Nixon of the 1980s. But
we have to look beyond these too easy
targets to the real forces at work.
What are the deeper structural trends
and what do they mean for our lives?
The current administration is not
so much conservative as rabidly
reactionary. For example, federal
funding for urban mass transit will be
eliminated over a period of years.
Hence more cars, higher gas prices
and more poisonous air. Even more
symptomatic, the budget for energy
conservation has been dried up.
Recent studies have shown that we
could save as much as 40% or more
of our energy resources through
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intelligent conservation. But this will
only be successful with government
pressure, not simply private goodwill.
Despite current myopia, the era of
cheap energy, conspicuous waste and
unchallenged American hegemony to
enforce it is over. But right now,
foresight itself threatens to be seen as
subversive.
The massive slashes in social
services and the amazingly regressive
tax cut signal a new direction for
corporate capitalism in America.
Once we dissolve all the mystifying
talk about monetarism and supply
side economics, what we can clearly
see is a major transference of wealth
increased
T hrough
upw ards.
investment, the wealthy are expected
magically to create more jobs and
economic opportunity. As ideology
these notions are a bold excuse for
class privilege. Public squalor and
private affluence might easily become
the dominant tone of our society.
The welfare state—the belief that
the state has a prime responsibility to
provide social services and maintain a
certain quality of life for its
citizens—seems foreign to our
individualistically tuned ears. In a
peculiar way we rem ain an
underdeveloped society. We are the
only industrial society without a
system of national health care. Our
existing “ private,” fee-for-service
system (which relies heavily on
government subsidy) has recently
been named as the third leading cause
of bankruptcy in America. Our
pension system—Social Security—is
barely a food-rent allowance for

many, and is based on the most
regressive tax in our whole fiscal
arsenal.
Because they are not p ro fit
making, our railroads have been
allowed to deteriorate. In Britain,
France, Germany and Japan, despite
lack of profits, the railroads are
maintained, service improves and the
trains grow more sophisticated. They
recognize th at good trains take
pressure o ff the highways and
constitute a necessary social service.
Perhaps this could best be summed
up by noting that we spend under
10% of our Gross National Product
on social needs whereas in Sweden
(whatever her problems) one quarter
of their GNP is spent this way.
The true American welfare state
was and is contained within the
com m on p h rase—the m ilitary 
industrial complex. Defense spending
offers us the best clue as to where
Reaganomics is going to take us, and
the eventual contradictions which will
emerge to erode its domination.

The New Military State
Reagan
he
is
regime
implementing a redirection of a
good part of our national resources
toward defense spending. The current
high defense budget of $178 billion is
scheduled to more than double by
1986 to $368 billion. And these
figures are understated. They do not
include the inevitable cost overruns
nor the secret CIA or Department of
Energy budgets (where the nuclear
warhead and related technology

r

development is done). No peacetime
defense build-up like it has ever been
seen.
To compare, during the Vietnam
war build-up of 1965-70, defense
spending rose over $24 billion
(adjusted for inflation, the equivalent
of $59 billion today). The current
slated build-up is three times this size.
In concrete terms, there will be
thousands of new missiles and several
kinds of new nuclear warheads. More
than 500 jet fighters. A multi-billion
dollar new manned bomber system. A
$3.5 billion nuclear aircraft carrier.
More than 7,000 tanks at $2.7 million
each. $2.5 billion for the rapid
deployment force, designed for quick
military intervention. If all this isn’t
enough, there is the MX missile
system which will materialize in some
form.
What are the domestic implications
of all this? In the most basic
economic terms we are choosing a
form of consumption which is both
extremely wasteful and inflationary.
This comes at a time when the
American economy is sputtering,
w racked with stag flatio n and
operating with massive trade deficits.
The standard of living in several
European countries is now higher
than ours. Technological innovation
is no longer an American province. In
electronics, steel and automobile
p ro d u ctio n , the Japanese and
Germans are making products clearly
superior to our own. Not having the
destructive drain of high defense
expenditures (in fact, the Germans
are decreasing defense allocations),
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these societies have been able to
invest in productive research and
developm ent—focusing on the
immediate economic-technological
needs of the world market and their
societies. By co ntrast i t ’s been
estimated that 80% of our research
and development money since WWII
has been spent for defense, space and
nuclear energy. Because much of our
best scientific and engineering talent
is attracted to the obvious allure of
high technology defense work, we
m ay be forced fu rth e r out o f
competition with other countries in
terms of civilian production and
sales. On top of this, many US
multinationals have taken production
abroad where labor costs are cheap,
adding further to the internal erosion
of the American economy. “ Buy
Am erican” already has a rather
hollow ring to it.
As any economist knows, defense
spending is the single m ost
inflationary kind of expenditure.
Although a certain number of jobs
are created in selected areas, no goods
are put in circulation that can absorb
the additional money afloat. In the
language of economics, too many
dollars are chasing too few goods.
Prices rise accordingly, as the
corporate monopoly sector adjusts
them ever upward. Not many of us
would want to buy a multi-million
dollar tank, no matter how paranoid
we may occasionally feel. So the
w eapons are built (with costly
delays), stockpiled and soon rendered
obsolete by a new generation of
“ updated” versions. And the new
versions are always more costly and
often less effective th an their
predecessors. Ask any Vietnam vet
about the M-16. Anyone who has
followed Pentagon politics knows
that it is an endless cyclical process of
cultivating fears of “ falling behind,”
developing new weapon systems and
then raising new future specters.
Whatever we may think of it, we
must recognize that defense spending
can have sh ort-term econom ic
benefits. The popular wisdom that
W W II rescued the A m erican
economy is correct as far as it goes. In
the face of a severe 1938 recession,
subsequent war p ro d u ctio n did
generate a level of prosperity which
carried into the immediate post-war
years. But there is a difference
between a temporary war economy
and a permanent one. There have
been some commercial spinoffs from
a permanent war economy—namely
in com p u ters, sem i-conductor
technology, commercial aircraft and
even solar energy. But the benefits
have been exaggerated. C urrent
expenditures aside, we have spent
$2,000 billion on defense since 1946!
This has not made us more secure,
but has strengthened large corporate
interests, since the defense industry is
highly centralized. This in turn has
left large areas o f the civilian
econom y, and our econom ic
infrastructure, weakened through
neglect (archaic railro ad s and
trackbeds, antiquated factories, etc.).
“ A m ilitary build-up o f the
magnitude proposed by President
Reagan almost demands that the US
insist that its military allies, who are
also its economic competitors, engage
in a similar military build-up. From
the point of view of equity, the
A m erican taxpayer can no t be
expected to accept a large reduction
in his standard of living while
taxpayers ab ro ad continue to
improve their standards of living. But
even more im portantly, America
cannot a ffo rd to destroy the
competitive strength of its none-toostrong domestic economy. If the
skilled workers and funds that are
used for defense here are used for

civilian production abroad, it should
not come as a great surprise if we are
driven out of civilian markets. What
will happen to the United States if the
m anufacture
th a t
industries
semiconductors, micro-processors,
and computers are forced out of
business while the nation is busy
rearming itself? What good does it do
us to dominate the world in missile
production if we are at the same time
being defeated in toasters?
(Lester Thurow, MIT Economist)

International Implications:
Opposition and Hope

AJH uch of the explanation for the
■ w I phenomenal resurgence of
military spending lies in the power of
entrenched monopolies to work their

A large, broad
based anti-nuclear
movement has
developed in
Europe. The goal
is to make it a
nuclear-free zone.
In that way the
logic of the Cold
War can be
questioned and
demolished. In
Britain the
movement has
won over much of
the Labour Party,
and it is also
strong in Belgium,
The Netherlands,
and West
Germany.
wills, the lure of arm sales, the
presumed protection the military
supplies to foreign investments and
the all too simple but unfortunate
fact that defense spending is the one
area of domestic investment where
the least resistance is to be met. But
we must also carefully examine the
ideological justifications for these
increases. These lie with the ever
present existence of the “ Soviet
threat” and America’s need to stand
firm in its face.
People committed to educating
others to the dangerous implications
of the revived warfare state in
America must do so from a position
o f realism . They m ust directly
confront the reality of Soviet power.
In the last decade the Soviet Union
has been engaged in a build-up of
conventional and nuclear arms. They
have reached a position of rough
military parity with the United States,
although the West m aintains a
decisive technological advantage.
Any observer of the Soviet Union
must keep in mind that they lost 20
million people as the result of the
German invasion in WWII. The
ascendency of their own military
n atio n al security elite and the
prolonged tension with the Chinese
have abetted their fear of US-Western
encirclement. Hence, they insist on
being granted a position of military
equality which we will eventually
have to recognize.

How does this relate to the
ideological world in which we now
live? The vital fact is that American
policy-making elites have operated
amid great confusion since the mid1970s. The depraved US action and
defeat in Vietnam, Watergate, and
some brief examination of CIA
activity precipitated a major crisis of
legitimacy. America’s leadership was
weakened and her image badly
tarnished. Hence the Trilateralist
position (spearheaded by Eastern
bankers) gained ascendency. The
corporate-political interests of the
United States, Western Europe and
Japan were bonded. The World Bank
and the International Monetary Fund
were employed to secure control of
third world economies. Detente and
the SALT process were pursued so
long as American hegemony was
maintained. Jimmy Carter, a member
of the Trilateral Commission, was
thrust forward as the symbol of this
set of policies. At the same time, the
traditional Cold Warrior faction was
growing increasingly restive. The
bright frontier (and profits) of
advanced weapons technology
beckoned and they refused to become
reconciled to the inevitable reality of
recognizing Soviet interests. The
an
rem ains
U nion
Soviet
u n r e c o n s tr u c te d a u th o r i ta r i a n
society, but not necessarily an
expansionist one. In a nuclear world,
w eakening the dom inance of
regressive Soviet elites can’t come
through military means.
In 1976, the Committee on the
P resent D anger was founded.
Bipartisan, with strong links to
industrialists and militarily dependent
trade unions, its members argued that
if the United States did not launch a
major build-up of its defenses it
would soon be impotent in the face of
Soviet strength. Through skillful use
of the media, the “ old verities”
gradually assumed center stage. The
Russian invasion of Afghanistan and
the fall of the shah helped to solidify
this position. Carter quickly jumped
on the militarist bandwagon, but was
soon outflanked by the old-line Cold
Warriors. The lack of a visible left in
America meant that the debate slid
further to the irrational right. The
Committee’s success is indicated by
the fact that its director, Eugene
Rostow, is now chief US arms control
negotiator (a little like putting Count
Dracula in charge of a blood bank)
and a prominent member, Richard
Allen, is now national security
advisor.
In practice, what this all means is
that the entire tone of defense debates
has changed. Strategic balance theory
is being supplanted by what is called
counterforce doctrine. The latter
involves talk o f a first strike
capability, the capacity to hit and
neutralize enough Soviet missiles and
bombers to make a response from
them untimely and weak. So public
talk of “ catching up” and regaining
“ clear superiority” really masks an
even more aggressive stance.
C onsider the new T rident
subm arine, pro bab ly the m ost
dangerous weapon ever developed.
(One of two Trident bases is located
directly across the sound from
S eattle.) F o urteen have been
approved so far (thirty are projected),
although as usual the first is behind
schedule. T heir m ost advanced
missiles (Trident-2) will have a range
of 6,000 miles. Each missile carries
fourteen independently targeted 150kiloton warheads. With the new
Navstar global positioning satellites
in place (the system is due to be
completed in a few years) each
warhead will have a strike accuracy of
300 feet. This tremendous accuracy
makes them ideal for hitting Soviet

silos, which contain three-quarters of
its strategic nuclear bom bs. By
comparison, our silos only house onequarter of our strategic warheads. It
is little wonder that the Kremlin
perceives this as an offensive
technology and will be forced to
respond in kind.
But we shouldn’t be blinded by
these terrors. Nuclear weaponry has
supplied a major opening wedge to a
dramatic opposition movement in
Western Europe. It is the first step
toward questioning the new defense
rationales. In 1979, NATO foreign
ministers agreed to deploy American
Pershing II and cruise missiles in
Western Europe starting in 1983. The
stated reason was to counter a new
generation of Soviet SS-20 missiles.
The problem is that this isn’t any
great Russian policy change since
they have always targeted Europe.
Only the accuracy of the weapons
has improved, as one would expect
with the growth of an uncontrolled
technology. The Pershings can’t hit
the SS-20s (which are deep inside
Russia) but from West Germany they
can hit Soviet command centers in the
Kremlin within five minutes. So
another kind of first-strike fear has
arisen. Heavy opposition has grown
within Chancellor Helmut Schmidt’s
Social Dem ocratic P arty to the
stationing of these new missiles. It is
feared th at they will act as a
lightning rod and draw a Soviet
attack. In fact, throughout Europe
fears have arisen that, at least in
terms of doctrine, a limited nuclear
war is a greater possibility for the
continent.
A large, broad-based anti-nuclear
movement has developed in Europe.
The goal is to make it a nuclear-free
zone. In that way the logic of the
Cold War can be questioned and
demolished. In Britain the movement
has won over much of the Labour
Party, and it is also strong in
Belgium, The Netherlands, and West
G erm any. France, while not a
member of the military wing of
NATO, is increasingly opposed to
A m erican policy. Both West
Germany and Great Britain have
made major defense cuts recently.
Economically most of the other
in d u strial natio n s have long
recognized the foolishness of large
defense expenditures. Opposition has
also arisen in Japan to US pressure to
raise defense spending there. The
most optim istic future scenarios
project the increasing isolation of
American policy makers.
Despite current protestations to the
contrary, the old Cold War line-up is
dead. Although reactionary elites in
both the US and USSR may feed off a
militarist, high tension atmosphere,
others are turning their backs in
disgust. Events in Poland signal a
dramatic move toward democratic
socialism in Eastern Europe. Soviet
power is weak and defensive in the
face of such challenges. Unlike the
Prague spring of 1968, they face a
m ovem ent
for
b ro ad -based
fundamental change. Similarly, the
US has not received much support for
its repressive action in C entral
America. Both superpowers may be
able to work their regressive wills
close to home but the bipolar world is
shattered.
It is up to us to help break the logic
of domestic militarism and ask whose
interest it serves. We should take
in sp iratio n from the p opular
movements sprouting up all across
Europe, to pull down the militarist
Goliath before events sweep beyond
our control.
Earl Klee, who served his time in
Washington, D .C., is a political
scien tist now teaching at San
Francisco State.
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FRIDAY,
OCT. 16th

TkeFiMm

2 SHOWS: 9 and 11
(Special opening act to be announced)

Tickets $6 in advance, $7 at the door
Ticket sales w ill be limited to insure

Luis’ La Bamba Club and Mexican Restaurant
Presentins the Finest in Local and Out of Town Entertainment
S e p t 2 5 -2 6 W.B.B.H. w ith SARA BAKER
S e p t 2 7 Prem iere o f COPA LA BAMBA CAPER
fo llo w e d b y LES CLAMS
O c t. 1 LIFERS fro m S.F. w ith THE DOTS &
THE UNTOUCHABLES
O c t. 2 SLEEZY PIECES
O c t. 3 LES CLAMS
O c t. 4 THE COWBOYS
O c t. 8 -1 0 MYSTERY DATE (fo rm e rly 2 m inutes 50)
O c t. 16 THE PERSUASIONS
O c t. 17 BILLY RANCHER & THE UNREAL GODS
O c t. 18 B enefit fo r th e Shriners H ospital w ith
BILLY RANCHER a nd D’ANSE COMBEAU
O c t. 2 3 -2 4 D’ANSE COMBEAU’S

O c t 2 6 KIDD AFRICA
O c t. 27 ROMEO VOID
O c t. 2 8 ROMEO VOID w ith
ECHO AND THE BUNNYMEN (fro m England)
O c t. 29-31 NU SHOOZ
N ov. 1 SUN RA
N ov. 4 C om edy N ight
N ov. 6-7 SLOWTRAIN
N ov. 12-14 THE COWBOYS
N ov. 18-19 GREGG TRIPP
Nov. 20-21 LES CLAMS
Nov. 2 7 -2 8 BILLY RANCHER & THE UNREAL GODS
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PORTLAND’S
OMNIVOROUS
MUSIC CRITIC
TAKES A BITE OF

THE BIC APPLE

t is necessary fo r those o f us
connected with the business o f
music to make periodic pilgrimmages
to New York to check on the state o f
the art. For reasons o f history,
geography, economics and perhaps
other less easily identified factors,
New York is the artistic capital o f
North America, and to lh e extent that
the A m erican em pire influences
events in other cultures, o f the entire
world. Dance, theatre, modern art,
literature, music, whatever your
aesthetic poison, you can probably
fin d it bigger and better in the Big
Apple than anywhere else.
observers
other
As
have
commented, there is a lot o f energy in
New York, though not much peace.
Walking the dirty, humid summer
streets o f M anhattan’s East Village,
one can sense that energy in the mesh
o f sounds blasting out o f windows,
passing cars and portable radios.
First and forem ost, there is fu n k — the
urban street beat that m any
Portlanders seem to regard as coming
fro m an alien planet, but which is as
m uch a p a rt o f the natural
environment o f New York as the
pigeons. To this basic pulse, other
rock
m usics— salsa, reggae,
(particularly N ew W ave),,
and ja zz—emerge to
fo rm a spontaneous
sym p h o n y o f the
streets th at continues
non-stop day and night.
(In the apartment where
I stayed, I often dozed
to a sonorous blend
o f early psychedelia,
insistent fu n k y
rapping, Latin
crooning and some
fo o l practicing a trumpet,
all emitted, fro m the
floors below and presented
to me through an
open window courtesy
o f that marvel o f acoustic
design, the airshaft)
For one whose primary
interest is in jazz, o f more
significance than the battle o f
tapes and radio on the street
is the live music happening
nightly in the several dozen
jazz-oriented clubs
Manhattan supports.
(However, the

/

two— the art o f jazz and the pop
sound o f the streets—are inextricably
connected in black culture, a fa ct
many so-called "purist” critics have
yet to grasp.) In my two weeks in New
York in late July/early August, I
caught fifte e n d iffe re n t acts,
including a couple I went back to hear
more than once. N ot bad fo r a guy
who told all his friends he was "sick
o f music” before he left...(not to
mention the music I passed up during
my stay—a fo lk festival, free classical
concerts in Central Park, numerous
major rock and soul events and the
usual busy activity on the New Wave
club scene.)
I wish I knew how to sum up my
experiences in a poem or short story
that would capture all the flavors o f
the current New York music. But I
d o n’t, so here follow s a day by day
chronology o f the highlights o f my
visit.

band was even better. Ms. Bley has
developed an idiosyncratic balance
between intellectual abstraction in her
horn voicings and good-humored
funk rhythms. (Her taste for the
absurd is reflected in her looks—sort
of a Haight-Ashbury Phyllis Diller.)
Playing most of the pieces from her
latest album, “ Social Studies,” with
the addition of some surprising
Louis Jordan-style unison vocals, the
band lifted the club into orbit. While
Bley and young Arturo O’Ferral (son
of noted Latin-jazz arranger Chico
O’Ferral) took turns at the piano and
organ, and superb electric bassist
Steve Swallow held down the
foundation, irrepressible trombonist
and
soulful
V alento
G ary
saxophonist Tony Dagradi were
featured in a series of memorable
solos. My only complaint was with
drummer D. Sharpe, who seemed to
convey the abstraction better than the
funk. As long as she’s going to write
funky arrangements, Ms. Bley should
find a real funk drummer with jazz
chops, someone like Portland’s Bruce
Carter.

TUESDAY, JULY 28
o quote

T

the immortal words of
‘‘New
W onder,
Stevie
York—just like I pictured it!” We
rode the subway over to the West
End, near Columbia University, to
hear Jo Jo n es, the legendary
drummer with the Count Basie Band
in the ’30s and ’40s. Well over 70 and
a cancer patient off-and-on for
several years, Jones played a short set
of swing-era standards that displayed
his still-masterful
light touch and
sense of show
m an sh ip ,b u t n e
ver really cooked.
His younger ac
companists, pianist Walter Bishop Jr.
and bassist Jamil Nasser, were visibly
holding themselves back, while fellow
old-timer Harold Ashby (ex-Ellington
band) was left panting by his
relatively brief solos. The crowd
included a number of m usicians,'
most notably Jones’ former pupil
Max Roach. Speculation had it they
were there to pay their last respects. If
so, I’m glad I was there too.
■

>
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■

i / I X e treatedI my girlfriend’s
W W mother to a: night on the town
with $30 tickets to ‘‘Sophisticated
L a d ie s,” the smash Broadw ay
musical based on the music of Duke
Ellington. (I paid for the tickets, an
unpleasant experience that music
journalists tend to forget about.) The
show was wonderful, almost worth
the price, with an impeccable .band
led by Mercer Ellington (Duke’s son),
and spectacular tap dancing from the
male lead Gregory Hines (the coroner
in W olf eri), who even looks a little bit
like Duke did in his younger days.
The only flaw in the show can be
summed up in two words—white
people. Apparently an all-black cast
was deemed too commercially risky,
yet even the most obviously talented
of the white perform ers—dancer
Adrian Bailey and vocalist Terri
Klausner—fail to capture the spirit of
D uke’s music with their ballet
training and technical control, and
the w o rst—second lead P .J .

WEDNESDAY,

BY RICK MITCHELL

JULY29

N

ow this was more like what I
came to hear: Carla Bley’s 11piece band in a midnight set at
Seventh Avenue South, a Greenwich
Village club owned by the Brecker
is
am bience
The
B rothers.
young/hip/rich, reminding me of the
Troubador in L.A ., except with jazz
instead of rock as the center of
attention. Despite the slippery money
vibes, the jukebox in the bar had a
great selection (we h eard, in
approximate order, Billie Holiday’s
k “ Nobody’s Bizness,” the Ronettes’
Be My B aby,” Cheryl L ynn’s
“ Shake It Up Tonight” and
k Miles Davis’ “ Round Midnight” ), and the

Benjam in—is hopelessly miscast.
Hines, on the other
h a n d , ap p ro ach es
his role with an easy
grace that elevates
the movements in
past and present
styles of popular black dancing to a
high art, which not coincidentally, is
precisely what Ellington did for black
music. (Lest I be accused of racism, it
be rem em bered th at
should
Ellington’s favorite drummer, Louis
Bellson, was white. When it comes to

how you were born,
but how you look at the world.)
Fortunately, the production is paced
so that the weak spots do not drag the
whole show down. They’re talking
about taking “ Sophisticated Ladies”
on the road. If it comes here, by all
means go, but first make sure Hines is
on board. It’s really his bailgame.

SATURDAY,
AUGUST 1
went to hear blues great Otis Rush

/

at Tram ps, New Y ork’s only
down-to-earth blues club. I can only
remember two things clearly about
this night: walking into a closet
thinking it was the men’s room and
Otis onstage repeating “ Sometimes
I’d rather be dead/than to have to
sing these blues for you.”

TUESDAY,
AUGUST 4

THE CLUB CATERS TO NEW YORK'S
ANGLOPHILE NEW WAVE ELITE. ALL
THE FACTIONS WERE REPRESENTED,
FROM GAY NEW ROMANTICS IN
FLOWING ROBES AND MASCARA TO
HARDCORE PUNKS IN TORN JEANS
AND SPRAYED HAIR. I WAS THE ONLY
PERSON THERE WITH A BEARD.
Consequently, nobody at either place
pays any attention to the music,
which is nearly drowned out by the
hubbub. I left early. The disrespect
jazz musicians must put up with to
earn a living! I wonder how many in
the crowd realized Flanagan was Ella
Fitzgerald’s accompanist for years,
while Rowles often worked with Billie
H oliday, and under d ifferent
circumstances, people might have
been paying upwards of twenty bucks
to hear them play.

WEDNESDAY,
AUGUST 5

his was to be piano bar night.

T

Playing within two blocks of
each other on University Avenue were
two senior executives of melodic jazz
piano; Tommy Flanagan with Buster
Williams on bass at Bradley’s, and
Jimmy Rowles with Michael Moore
on bass at Knickerbocker’s. Both
places will let you stand at the bar for
free, though there is a minimum
charge
fo r
table
service.

■went with my friend Karen Burdick
■ (a transplanted Portlander) to Fat
T uesday’s to hear the always
challenging modern pianist Cecil
Taylor. Fat Tuesday’s is a narrow
room with mirrors on every wall that
nevertheless has a reputation for
presenting jazz of the highest quality.
Somehow, I wound up with the best

A WOMAN'S PLACE
A COLLECTIVELY-RUN FEMINIST BOOKSTORE
Portland's largest selection
o f wom en's books & records
free lending library;
in fo rm a tio n & referral

open 10-6
Mon-Sat
2349 SE A nkeny
2 3 6 -3 6 0 9
this coupon w orth 20% o ff on any T book

os much fun as
you can have in public
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seat in the house, just to the right of
the piano with a clear view of the
keyboard. Watching Cecil Taylor
play is a completely new experience
from hearing him on his albums. His
extended free-form compositions,
lacking accessible m elodic and
rhythmic toe-holds, can often sound
interm inable on record, but in
concert, one can visualize the ideas
developing, so that a fifteen minute
solo flies by in a snap.
Cecil has incredible control of his
hands, and he attacks the keyboard
ferociously with wild fingerings,
palms, forearms and elbows. Even
those who can’t stand his music have
never accused him of not knowing
w hat h e ’s doing (a com m on
complaint by mainstream jazz fans of
avant-garde musicians.) A more valid
criticism is that Cecil has borrowed
m ore o f his radical harm onic
dissonances from 20th C entury
European music than he cares to
admit. Yet no European composer
that I know of has done anything to
compare with the spontaneous fury
Cecil has brought to his music for the
last 25 years. His pieces may lack

clearly defined time patterns, but they
do not lack rhythm per se; in fact,
they are extremely rhythmic, with all
the players swirling around a
common pulse. In other words, the
music swings, though it may not be
obvious to the casual listener.
On this particular night, Cecil
arrived late and sat down at the piano
rather nervously and began to probe
for the magical com bination to
unlock his passions through music.
An hour-and-a-half later, his clothes
soaked in sweat, he was still probing,
apparently dissatisfied with the
results. His long
time cohort, alto
saxophonist Jim
my Lyons, rode
Cecil’s waves of
sound like an ex
perienced surfer, pum ping hard
against the shoulders and gliding
smoothly through the tubes. Bassist
W illiam P a rk er and drum m er
Rashied Bakir also made their
presence felt, though Parker was
under-m iked and Bakir seemed
uncertain at tim es of C ecil’s
direction. I ’m sure it wasn’t one of
their better sets, but I was not at all
bored, as the music seemed to plumb
new depths at every turn. There was
always something worth listening for.
At the advice of Village Voice jazz
writer Gary Giddens, I left at
midnight to catch Ronald Shannon
Jackson’s Decoding Society in a
private perform ance at a huge
a fterh o u rs
club
called
The
Underground. Located inside an
apparently abandoned building, with
two floors, four bars and a fabulous
sound system, the club caters to New
York’s Anglophile New Wave elite.

All the factions were represented,
from gay New Romantics in flowing
robes and mascara to hardcore punks
in torn jeans and sprayed hair. Most
patrons appeared to be somewhere in
between, like fashionable young
people out for a good time in the
prevailing style. I was the only person
there with a beard.
Jackson is the former drummer
with Ornette Coleman’s Prime Time.
Along with ex-Coleman guitarist
James “ Blood” Ulmer, he has been
instrumental in the development of
punk-funk, the meeting of avantgarde jazz with New Wave rock that
is at the cutting edge of the resurgent
interest in black music among whites
in New York. Prior to the live show, a
disco deejay adroitly mixed danceoriented New Wave from England
with ska, reggae and occasional doses
of conventional disco styles. I’m not
normally a big patron of the New
Wave scene. Many of the “ new”
ideas strike me as pretentious, and the
musicianship is generally too limited
to sustain my interest from song to
song. (There are, o f course,
exceptions, starting with the Clash
and the Pretenders, both of whom are
now being denounced as sell-outs by
the parochial New Wave press.)
Therefore, it may sound contradict
ory for me to say I enjoyed it in this
context, but I did. Matter of fact, it
got me movin’ and groovin’ out on
the dance floor. At about 2:30 a.m ., a
warm-up act appeared; a lukewarm
English band called The Dance with a
black rhythm section ala Chic and a
white female vocalist ala Debbie
Harry. When Jackson still hadn’t
come on by 4 , 1 split.

I ENTERED TO DISCOVER CECIL
TAYLOR IN THE MIDST OF AN
AMAZING SET BEFORE A RAPT HOUSE.
BAKIR, NO LONGER TENTATIVE,
STOKED THE FIRE IN HIS DRUMS WITH
THE POWER OF THE WIND. LYONS
SCREAMED ECSTATICALLY THROUGH
HIS HORN WHILE CECIL DIPPED AND
SWAYED BEHIND THE PIANO WITH
THE GRACE THAT HAD ELUDED HIM
THE NIGHT BEFORE.
THURSDAY,
AUGUST6
■ n case you’re curious as to how I
■ passed the daylight hours between
these busy nights, it’s really none of
your business but the truth is that I
did very little besides sleeping (not
enough) and eating (too much). On
this day, however, I decided to do
something productive; I rode the
train over to Newark, New Jersey, to
meet Dan Morgenstern, the former
editor of Downbeat magazine who is
now in charge o f the Rutgers
University Institute for Jazz Studies.
Morgenstern oversees a collection of
60,000 records dating back to the
earliest jazz ’78s, as well as a library
of books and magazines on the
subject. The primary concern seems

to be with posterity, but with
M orgenstern’s perm ission, the
records can be taped and the books
copied. Believe me, there’s a lot of
rare stuff in there.
I returned to the city in time to
catch Ronnie Mathews’ Septet in a
free outdoor concert sponsored by
the Jazzm obile at 18th and
Broadway. The Jazzmobile is a
portable stage used to present live
music around town with funding
from the Musician’s Union Trust
Fund and public grants. Powered by
a well-oiled rhythm section consisting
o f M athews on p iano, Ray
Drum mond on bass and Kenny
Washington on drums, the group
played the kind of energetic, nononsense straight-ahead jazz that
always makes converts wherever it is
heard. The crowd in the street,
predominantly black and including a
lot o f children, appreciated it
immensely.

Sensing a big night ahead, I hurried
down to Sweet Basil’s, a little club in
the Village, for Eddie “ Cleanhead”
Vinson’s first set. I’d have been better
off taking my time. Vinson is one-ofa-kind in his dual roles as a blues
singer and be-bop
saxophonist, but his
heart and mind must
have been elsewhere
this
night.
He
offered many of his
classic num bers at a level o f
enthusiasm scarcely above a yawn.
The only redeeming feature was the
piano work of Harold Mabern, a
player whose deep roots in both blues
and bop rival Vinson’s. (Incidentally,
if Cleanhead and Mabern ever come
to Oregon, don’t let them go out into
the woods together. They could start
a forest fire with the reflections off
their shiny pates.)
The blues fared much better in the
hands o f Johnny C opeland at
Tramps, my next stop. Copeland is a
transplanted Texan playing jazz-blues
in the tradition of T-Bone Walker.
His debut album on Rounder Records
features guest appearances by
saxophonists Arthur Blythe, Byard
Lancaster and George Adams, but
strong as the album is, it doesn’t do
justice to the sm oking sound
Copeland gets with his group live. He
approaches the familiar twelve-bar
blues with an intensity that borders
on the evangelical. In a Village Voice
feature, Giddens called him “ the
most imposing urban blues stylist (in
New York) in recent memory.”
I came out of the club swimming in
blues (and booze) and with the
characteristic fortune of Mr. Magoo,
walked three blocks in the wrong

Well-Woman
Health Care
O u r clinics are self-help based, w h ich means o ur
emphasis is on sharing health inform ation. Routine
gynecological screening, b irth control, lesbian health
care, and health inform ation services are provided in
a com fortable small group setting. The participatory
self-help setting allow s us to take an
active role in ou r health care and
learn more about o ur bodies as
health care consumers. Fees are on
a sliding scale and M edicaid is ac
cepted. Call us for more inform a
tio n and appointments.

PORTLAND
W O M EN'S
HEALTH
CENTER

651 OSE FOSTER ROAD
PORTLAND, O REG O N 97206
5 0 3 /7 7 7 -7 0 4 4

Multnomah Monthly
Magazine
Portland’s New Cultural Affairs
& Humor Tabloid

Available Almost Everywhere
For More Information About
Submissions
Both W ritten & Drawn
Call
239-8134
Multnomah Monthly Magazine
3036 S.E. 33rd Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97202
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direction and found myself directly in
front of Fat Tuesday’s. I entered to
discover Cecil Taylor in the midst of
an amazing set before a rapt house.
Bakir, no longer tentative, stoked the
fire in his drums with the power of
the wind. Lyons screamed ecstatically
through his horn while Cecil dipped
and swayed behind the piano with the
grace that had eluded him the night
before. The set roared to a climax.
The crowd exploded in applause. For
the first time in two nights, Cecil
stood up and smiled. Those critics
who annually proclaim that Cecil
Taylor is the greatest jazz pianist alive
have a strong argument.

FRIDAY,
AUGUST 7
visited with Gordon Lee, the
former Portland pianist, at his
apartment in Brooklyn, and rode
back with him to his gig at the OneF ifth, a swank restau ran t near
Washington Square. Gordon plays
with Ben Brown, a bassist who spent
three years with Dizzy Gillespie, and
B row n’s w ife, a singer. T heir
repertoire includes a fair amount of
jazz, but the tune that really knocked
’em dead was Frank Sinatra’s “ New
York, New York,” a glitzy pat-onthe-back to a corrupt town from a
corrupt guy. At the break, loosening
his tux, Gordon explained that this
wasn’t his idea of an ideal gig, but it
is steady work and good money. In
Portland, Gordon was my favorite
pianist. In New York, he’s competing

/

WITH THE BODY OF COUNT BASIE
AND THE FACE OF FIDEL CASTRO,
PALMIERI SITS BEHIND HIS PIANO AND
DIRECTS HIS BAND TO ALMOST
UNIMAGINABLE PEAKS OF POWER.
with the greats: Cecil Taylor, Tommy
Flanagan, Harold Mabern, Ronnie
Mathews and all the rest. Despite the
constraints of his current gig, he’s
bound to become a better player in
that environment.

SATURDAY,
AUGUST8

/

saved the best for last; Cuban

saxophonist Paquito D ’Riviera
and Puerto Rican bandleader Eddie
Palmieri in a steaming midnight
concert at the Bottom Line, one of
the c ity ’s prem ier showcases.
D’Riviera is the former assistant
director of C uba’s most popular
group, Irakere. He recently defected
to the United States, a move that he’s
careful to explain was not so much a
political decision as a personal one;
he wanted to play jazz with the best
players in the world, and that had
become impossible with the new
freeze in Cuban/American relations.
D’Riviera has the potential to be one
of the most significant new voices on
the alto in years. His technique is
already as fluid
as any in Amer
ica. However, he

still seems to be
getting his feet
wet as a leader in
jazz settings. His set lacked cohesive
swing and was not well-organized. It
will be interesting to see in which
direction D’Riviera takes his talent.
Will he go after the bucks in pop-jazz
like David Sanborn or G rover
Washington? (A similar decision has
ruined Gato Barbieri’s career.) Will
he start hanging out with the avantgarde? (I wouldn’t object to a duet
album with Arthur Blythe.) Or will he
revert to Latin music, translating his
A fro -C u b an heritage in to the
language of contemporary salsa? Of
course, he might take the best
concepts from each of the above and
forge his own path—that would be
something to hear.
E ddie P alm ieri is generally
considered to be the greatest and
most original composer in Latin
music today, introducing elements of
classical, jazz and rock while
remaining true to his Puerto Rican
folklorico roots. With the body of
Count Basie and the face of Fidel
Castro, Palmieri sits behind his piano
and directs his band consisting of six
horns, three singers, three percus
sionists and bass to almost unima
ginable peaks of power. A piece will
frequently
begin
with
an

unaccompanied impressionistic intro
by Palmieri, revealing influences
from Ravel and Debussy to McCoy
Tyner and Cecil Taylor. Once the
mood has been properly established,
Palmieri pauses, stomps his feet to set
the tempo, and kicks the band into
action. Layer upon layer of poly
rhythms preserved from African
ritual drumming and adapted to the
New World are fused with passionate
Spanish melodies to create a music
that is as ancient as the soul of a
Mandingo village, as modern as the
thoughts that run through one’s head
in a crumbling metropolis like New
York. Music that takes hold of your
mind and body equally and purifies
your spirit in a bath of fire.
Saturday night was one of those
rare nights musicians live for, even
geniuses like Palmieri. Everything
came together beautifully, so that the
band seemed to float through the set
as if in a collective dream. Palmieri
grinned like a witch-doctor and cut
loose for several demonically inspired
solos. Baritone saxophonist Ronnie
Cuber took an extended solo that
brought to mind Lester Young on a
bem used tou r thro ug h D an te’s
Inferno. Conga drummer Daniel
Ponce, an oth er recent C uban
immigrant (he also appeared with
D ’Riviera) tirelessly whipped off
inventive rhythm ic variations
punctuated by lightning-quick rolls,
while glaring fiercely into the
audience. Vocalist Ishmael Quintana
abandoned his custom ary M r.
Niceguy role as emcee to get down to
serious business, coming in over the
horns with startling power on the
coros (vocal repetitions derived from
African call-and-response chants).

wholesalers of
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Portland, OR 97214
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Sitting at a table near the stage,
watching through glazed eyes and
helplessly giggling at the awesome
perfection of it all, I was reduced to
thoroughly unprofessional cried of
“ Lock ’em up for arson!” after each
tune. The band loved me, but not as
much as we in the audience loved
them. It was, without question, the
finest music I heard in New York.

■
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EPILOGUE:
fter a nervous plane ride in the
first days of the controller’s
strike, I ’m back in good, old
Whitebread Portland, where you can
walk around alone at night without
feeling like a moving target; where
the cops may be assholes but at least
they act sober; where people will
smile at you on the street even if they
don’t like your looks; where heroin is
hard to find in the open and the
prostitutes will leave you alone if you
leave them alone; where the liquor
stores close before dark; where
there’s almost no place good to eat

after midnight and you can’t get pizza
by the slice; where the latest trends
arrive a year later; where both daily
papers are owned by the same
publisher; where black music is
almost never played on the radio;
where the best musicians can’t make
enough to live on and there’s no place
that features national jazz talent on a
regular basis; where the white folks
like to think they’re “ progressive”
while pretending that the black folks
aren’t here; where most people still
give a shit about
the
so-called
“quality of life” ;
where the land
lords haven’t yet
discovered how
to make money by burning down
their own buildings; where smog
alerts are rare and traffic jams can be
avoided; where the sun sets behind
green hills and the city lights reflect
off the river so peacefully; where
there’s more trees than people.
In so many ways, Portland is the
opposite of New York. It might be a
nice place to live, but I wouldn’t want
to spend a whole vacation here.
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Portland, OR 97205
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1 THURSDAY
The Exterminating Angel and Simon
of the Desert — 8 p.m.
This black comedy fable is one of Bunuel’s most
mysterious and fascinating works.

Specialty
Cotton
Children’s
Clothing

3 SATURDAY “
The Seventh Voyage of Sinbad — 2
p.m.
Diary of a Chambermaid — 8 p.m.

Books
Birth
Announcements
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3959 S.E. Hawthorne
Tuesday-Saturday 10:30-5:30

This Bunuel film is a pointed observation of the
rise of Fascism in 1939 France. Jeanne Moreau
stars.

4 SUNDAY
Diary of a Chambermaid — 7 p.m.
Seventh Voyage of Sinbad — 9 p.m.

7 WEDNESDAY
Open Screening — 8 p.m.

233-8130

Regional film and video artists are invited to
bring or send recent work for public screening.

8 THURSDAY
The Clio Awards — 8 p.m.
IVe present the winners from the 1980
competition, the best of a special kind of
filmmaking.

9 FRIDAY
The Story of Carl G. Jung — 8 p.m.

10 SATURDAY
The Secret Garden — 2 p.m.
Belle de Jour — 8 p.m.

FREE MOVIES!
(You Buy the Popcorn)
Subscribe to Willamette Week
—the scrappiest, most award
winning weekly paper in the
U.S.—and we'll send you
a bonus Pass for Two good
for any movies showing at these
great Seven Gables theaters:
Cinema 21
The Movie House
Fine Arts
Remember, besides Willamette
Week's tough, perceptive behindthe-scenes reporting, you
also get Fresh Weekly, Portland's
great arts & entertainment guide.
Delivered to your home each
week for just 29c!
(New subscriptions only)
r ---------------------------------------------------------- 1
I Looks good to me. Sign me up for:
•

□ $15, One year and a Seven Gables Theater pass
□ $26, Two years and two Seven Gables Theater passes
|—
n aymen.t rEnc1losejd
U। P
□ Bill me

The Milky Way — 10 p.m.
A surreal pilgrimage through contemporary
France. Bunuel.

11 SUNDAY
The Milky Way — 7 p.m. and Belle
de Jour — 9 p.m.

14 WEDNESDAY
The Pagnol Trilogy: Marius — 8 p.m.
Among the classics of pre-war French cinema
are Marcel Pagnol's Marius, Fanny, and Cesar.
Directed by Alexander Korda.

15 THURSDAY
The Pagnol Trilogy: Fanny — 8 p.m.

16 FRIDAY
The Pagnol Trilogy: Cesar — 8 p.m.

17 SATURDAY
National Velvet — 2 p.m.
Tristana — 8 p.m.
Catherine Deneuve and Fernando Rey star in
this chilling surrealist horror story. Bunuel.

The Discreet Charm of the
Bourgeoisie — 10 p.m.
Perhaps Bunuel’s most accessible film, it won
the Oscar for the Best Foreign Film of the year.

18 SUNDAY
The Discreet Charm of the Bourgeoi
sie — 7 p.m. and Tristana — 9 p.m.

21

WEDNESDAY

Films From the Archive of the
Oregon Historical Society — 8 p.m.

22 THURSDAY
Best Boy — 8 p.m.
This Academy Award winning film is about
Philly, the filmmaker's 52-year old cousin with
the emotional and intellectual age of an eight
year old, and his elderly parents.

24 SATURDAY
Heidi — 2 p.m.
The Phantom of Liberty — 8 p.m.
Behind an apparently haphazard daisy chain of
episodes lies an ordered series of sardonic
inversions. Directed by Bunuel.

□ VISA or □ MC
ff_______________________

25

SUNDAY

Best Boy — 7 p.m.
The Phantom of Liberty — 9 p.m.

(In d . exp. date)

Name ___________________________________________

28 WEDNESDAY

Address

The Films of Al Razutis — 8 p.m.
Al Razutis’ work integrates film, video and
holography.

• City ---------------------------------------------- Zip

I
j

Catherine Deneuve plays the sexually unfulfilled
wife of a gentle doctor, who finds diversion
working afternoons in a brothel. Bunuel.

Phone ____________________________________________

• Willamette Week

320 SW Stark St., Portland, OR., 97204
Passes will expire Dec. 31, 1981

sc
243-2122

29 THURSDAY
That Obscure Object of Desire — 8
p.m.
At age 77 Bunuel created this darkly humorous
and satirical work in fulfillment of a long
standing fantasy.

31

SATURDAY

Ichabod and Mr. Toad — 2 p.m.
Phantom of the Opera — 8 p.m.
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delivering
quality & care
with gifts,
promos & decor
Beer & Wine
Orders to Go
Mon - Thurs 7 am - 6 pm
Fri 7 am - 2 pm

BALLOONS
UNLIMITED
241-2244

1402 S.W. Morrison 241-1059

COUCHINTS
RESTAURANT
STARTING OCTOBER 15 BREAKFAST

Homemade Pastries
Specialty Sandwiches, Kebob Dinners
Beer, Oregon wines

Get The
Point.

3354 SE H aw thorne
232-4982

MONDAY-THURSDAY 11:00 AM to 10:00 PM
FRIDAY-SATURDAY 11:00 A M to 11:00 PM

RELAX IN OUR PRIVATE HOT TUB ROOMS

WHIRLPOOLS
AVAILABLE

We’ve got the tools
and art supplies you need
to help express
your artistic point of view.

OPEN DAILY AT
^NOON
.

DAYS A W EEK .

CHOICE OF MUSIC
TOWELS FURNISHED

GIFT CERTIFICATES:

4747 S.E. Hawthorne

ART MEDIA
820 S.W. 10th Ave.
Portland, Oregon
223-3724

BOOKSHOP
220 NW Davis Street

228-2747
On Fountain Court

Portland, Oregon

M W F 10:30-9:30
T Th Sat 10:30-6:00
Sun 12-5

THE CATBIRD SEAT
1231 SW WASHINGTON
PORTLAND. OR 97205
222-5 8 1 7
BOOKS FOR THE
O M N IV O R O U S READER

OPEN

9 30-9:30 M O N -F R I
10:00-530 SAT
12.00-500 SUN

THIS AD GOOD FOR 20% OFF ON ANY BOOK
NO DISCOUNT ON TEXTBOOKS, MAGAZINES OR
SPECIAL ORDERS
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Fine Desserts
Humble Bagels to go
807 NW 21 st
Portland, Oregon
295-2779
Tuesday-Saturday 9-6

ANTIQUES

Casual, intimate, and family dining in the comfort
of our bucket seats.
Enjoy fine steaks, seafood, omelettes and
sandwiches. Home-style cookin’ and lots of it at
pre-gas-shortage prices.
The Rolls Royce off Restaurants
This has got to be the classiest potata ever.

The
HOT POTATA
Cafe
422 SW 13th
Portland, Oregon
223-7573

W e Buy

5 eft Books

T h e TapeB SVfoon CBoo/^Eore^
P ortfand, Or.
3538 S.E. M aw t homer'
236-5 195
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D’ANSE
COM BEAU AT
LUIS’ LA BAMBA
BY DR. JOSEPH URIS
t’s a hot and sticky Sunday night and the sweat is running down arms,
thighs, breasts and balls— not the sort of night for joy and laughter. In
the big barroom at Luis’ La Bamba Club, a hoard of hopefuls await that
hero of a thousand Incongruities, the man whose very name Is an
Impossibility, D’Anse Combeau, the resurrection of sweet music’s only
Portland pseudo-French connection (who would, of course, thank us all
Individually but there Is not time). D’Anse appears on a hand truck to
begin his authentic Wild, Wild West Show. He Is dressed In gleaming
white and gold, and surrounded by an orchestra and cast of at least 20.
The band’s south of the border brass section belts out “Eve of
Destruction’’ to a latin beat, while D’Anse turns the tune into a ballad of
peace and love. How often do you hear a latin version of a protest song
cum scat tune In a fully flawed French accent sung to a crowd of adults
who roar their approval and shout words of love in response?
Next “Satisfaction" with our French cowboy hero sweating his thick
makeup Into a froth. D’Anse exudes through it all a pan-sexual Innocence
that tears to the very heart of the failed hope and Ironic humor Implied In
much of the music of the sixties. Indeed there is no bitter pill of hope
undone that cannot be swallowed by these killers of culture. Through
transposition they bludgeon and bloody the sacred memories of the
psychedelic era. But D’Anse Is no fallen angel. He is left instead
somewhat bent and muddied by the Impossible clash of myths that
dominate this age.
Imagine now a tune filled with all the losses through violence this
great land of ours has endured through its history. “Abraham, Martin and
John" Is rendered Into a loping cowboy melody complete with clipclopping coconut shell horse hooves and a terrible do-sl-do square
dance. And If that ain’t enough, there Is "Eleanor Rigby" done in mock
heroic style as a traditional melodrama, complete with hero, heroine,
villain and Indians. The tom-tom beat rises to a crescendo which ends
abruptly as the god Mercury frees the sorely tried and tied wench with
his triangle...ding.
D’Anse and arranger-band member Jon Newton hone in on ancient
themes In modern day drag. But far more serious than that, they know no
shame! To the tune of "I Believe In Music," D’Anse kills the Indians. Yet
later, the Indians reappear riding sea horses In a surfer scene. It all ends
with that most arrogant of Sinatra songs, “My Way." Twenty lengthy
production numbers and the audience, by now swimming in its own
juices, Is actually screaming for more.
How to explain this evil phenomenon? How to deal with so Irreverent a
production that crosses time, style and culture with no more than a
change of hats or a drop of accents? How Indeed? It Is the death of the
obscure and the birth of ultimate accessibility. As the computer Is to
knowledge, D’Anse Combeau is to music.
The terrifying end of innocence Is upon us. We look now Into the abyss
of total cultural merger. In the age of Reagan the past rushes ahead.
Leading the charge the persona of D’Anse Combeau seems to call out In
a terrible French accent, "look out you fools! Here comes 1984!"

/

D ’A NSE
COMBEAU
AN INTERVIEW
BY PENNY ALLEN
ombeau-lsts Jim Baldwin and Jonathan Newton have worked
together since 1976 when they were both members of the Tu-Tu
Band. Since then they have collaborated on a number of music and
comedy projects, Including Wallpaper Music and the International
Playpen of the Arts. In order to find out what makes them tick, we tracked
them down recently and asked them numerous questions.

MSSR. BALDWIN
Jon Newton arranges
the music for
D’Anse Combeau

CSQ: What does it mean that you
divide your thoughts up into those
that D ’Anse would do and those that
Wallpaper would do and those that
the International Playpen of the Arts
would do?
Newton: Those bands were all
started for specific purposes. We
started Playpen to do all the ideas
that weren’t appropriate for Tutu
Band. Also to become a lot more
‘dada,’ a lot weirder. With D’Anse
Combeau, we Initially just wanted
to have a dance combo...we just
wanted to open with some lounge
music. Then that French man got
in there....

CSQ: Why did the French man seem
right?
Newton: Well, first of all, It’s an

Snaps courtesy of Newberrys

MSSR. NEWTON
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automatic laugh to do lounge
music. Most of us have a certain
love/hate relationship
with
Muzak, especially with a certain
type of light Latin beat. For
awhile there was a certain
amount of smugness with bands
In Portland calling themselves
Latin bands, getting mileage out
o f playing Salsa rhythms.
Somehow rhythms that
were
‘square’ or ‘white’ were less real
or valid. Consequently, it struck
us as a great parody to do a Latin
band and then focus on the real
cheesy, very Inauthentic types of
Latin music...a lot closer to Desi
Arnaz than to the Wallers. The
French guy just sort of evolved.
Did you know that at one time I
was going to be D ’Anse
Combeau?

historically when a culture is no
longer in its purest form, when it is
going into decay...the Greek, the
Roman, or most obviously, German
cabaret, as the holocaust was
raging, and now we have YOU!
Satire pushes things into decay, like
a decaying chord....

Newton: Do you think we’re
signaling the end? Actually, I
think our band Is a reaction
against a certain type of
decadence. I¥e definitely react
against anything punk or new
wave. We don’t use foul language,
we don’t advocate kinky sex In
our show, or drug consumption,
either. As a matter of fact, D’Anse
Combeau specifically advocates
peace and love.
CSQ: But as a joke.

CSQ: But don't you think a lot of
D ’Anse
C om beau's
p erson a l
charisma has to do with Baldwin’s
androgynous quality?

Newton: Yeah, and he’s thin, too.
CSQ: Are you attracted to D ’Anse
Combeau?

Newton: Yes, very attracted. But
he’d have to get his personal
hygiene together before we
started living together.
CSQ: How do you choose your
tunes?

Newton: That’s the hardest part.
We have to use a lot of intuition. A
lot of people suggest tunes to us
that D’Anse Combeau might do. I
think that comes from people
hearing cheesy tunes and
wanting to fight back at them.
‘Revenge’ might be a little strong,
but you hear these songs on the
radio, and you say, ‘god, that’s a
horrible song!’ I think people
delight in the fact that once they
hear D’Anse Combeau do a tune,
that tune will never be the same
for them again! Some songs are
naturals for us. Some are the
opposite of naturals, so we just
force them to do what we want
them to do. Either way It works
great. The real straight ahead joke
Is basically ‘lncongrulty’...two or
three things together at one time
that aren’t related.
CSQ: Is that your thing or is that
Baldwin's?

Newton: I t ’s definitely my
favorite thing. Incongruity Is a
great way to point up that some of
our songs or Images are definitely
on the sappy side. When you’re
forced to listen to a folk singer
whine and dawdle his way
through
‘Sunshine on my
Shoulders,’ and then you put that
tune In black light and you play
the notes of the melody on the
ribs of a skeleton...! mean...
anybody’s got to like that!
CSQ: I t ’s been said that satire is
essentially reactionary in the sense
that it ‘reacts’ rather than proposing
its own agenda.

Newton: You mean that It feeds
off the work of others?
CSQ: It makes
weak... uh...

use

of

the

Newton: Good Freudian slip.
Right. We’ll never run out of
material.
CSQ: Yes, well, anyway, there is a
tradition of satire that has arisen
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\ A / e d o n ’t use foul
"
la n g u a g e , we
d o n ’ t a d v o c a te
kin k y sex in our
show, or drug con
sum ption either. As
a m a tte r o f fact,
D ’A n se C om beau
s p e c ific a lly a d vo 
ca te s p e a c e and
love.

Newton: Joke or not, It’s still the
above-ground advocacy of the
band. IVe don’t rely on sexual
Innuendo, political humor, or
even a hip underground attitude.
CSQ: But punk is also a reaction to
decay in some ways!

Newton: The point Is, I’m wildly
against the attitude of a lot of
punk and new wave—anger at the
world. I’m not angry at the world,
and I think being angry at the
world Is a useless, self
destructive attitude. If you’re
going to be self-destructive, you
should put it to some use.
CSQ: D ’Anse Combeau him self

gold. We’re like the sculptor who
chips away everything except
what Is right. And I don’t see a lot
of gold In religious jokes or sex
jokes.
CSQ: What else is sacred?

Newton: IVe were going to do one
show which required pouring a
bottle of champagne Into a
goldfish bowl, onto live goldfish.
We
decided
not
to
do
lt...destroylng a life form.
CSQ: Why isn 't Richie Havens
singing ‘Freedom' sacred?

Newton: Well, there’s no life form
being destroyed there. If some
guy’s making dough off a song, If
he recorded It or performed It and
got paid, then that song’s fair
game.
CSQ: Is that your standard? Whether
somebody earned money off it?

Newton: Yeah, especially If the
song Is some sort of an advocacy
of the opposite of that. Mac Davis
made a fortune off ‘In the Ghetto.’
CSQ: What about an artist’s sincere
feelings of responsibility to sing or
write about what they care about?

Newton: One time a girl came up
after our show of Protest Songs
to a Light Latin Beat and said,
“Why do you want to destroy
‘Abraham, Martin, and John’? I
think It’s a beautiful song.” And
D’Anse Combeau said, “Yes, we
think It’s beautiful, too. That’s
why we do it." He was selling
autographed pictures of himself
at the time. My argument Is not
with people who want freedom or
with people who lament the
murder of national flgures....we
as a band are not talking about
those subjects. We’re talking
about the picture that people
have of those subjects because
of the distortions of the media.
CSQ: You seem to have a lot of
personal....

Newton: Rage?
CSQ: No, disappointment...with the
'60s, '70s era. Like the idea of doing
your parody of Woodstock.

I think that in any
■ good D 'Anse Com
beau show the audi
e n c e s h o u ld be
made to feel un
com fortable and asham ed.
They
shouldn’t be let o ff
the hook....

comes across as a parody of the
just-past era...a strange flower child.

Newton: Poopy self-righteous
ness transcends an era.

Newton:
That’s almost
a
definition of him! He’s a shallow
observer of the American people.
He takes everything at face value
and jumbles It up.

CSQ: Woodstock was not selfrighteous.

CSQ: And it ’s like a kaleidoscope
which passes very rapidly from one
shape to the next....

Newton: The speed Is a value.
Here’s what we are: we’re bizarre
and dada, we’re not left wing,
we’re not punk, we don’t like
chaos on stage, and we don’t
abhor Las Yegas.
CSQ: I t ’s a kind of performance art.
Is there nothing sacred?

Newton: Well, religion.
CSQ: Why? Because it ’s sacred?

Newton: (laughter) Yeah, it
probably has to do with my
background. My father was a
minister. But the point Is that I
kind of see coming upon D’Anse
Combeau concepts as mining for

Newton: What? What’s this you
say? We are ‘stardust’...we are
‘golden.’
CSQ: Woodstock itself was fairly
spontaneous which is part of why it
was exciting. Nobody exactly laid
out an agenda and had everybody
come and sign up. It wasn’t a selfrighteous event. After the fact, the
media....

Newton: What’s this? Wasn’t
everybody running around saying
“we’ve got the answer!" Didn’t
they all assert that they had found
the correct way to live?
CSQ: No. Not at the beginning. It
was the media. The event itself was
quite anarchic.

Newton: Okay, we agree. It’s the
image of the event. Perhaps
unfortunately for hlstory...what
most people find Interesting Is
not what really happened at an

Newton: Yes, and In the same way
that a person from the ghetto will
reject his heritage and sort of
advocate It through his music, we
end up rejecting and advocating
the patio at the same time.
CSQ: What is WalIpaper Music’s
agenda?

[d o n 't like the impli* cation that the act
ion that goes on in
a Viet Nam is more
vital than the action
that goes on on a
suburban patio.
event but what they think
happened...fallacious or not.
CSQ: Are the values of D'Anse
Combeau not suburban? A certain
distance, a certain alienation, a
certain
privileg e...life
being
experienced through the media,
rather than directly?
Newton: Yes, but I don’t like the
Implication that the real action Is
going on In the center, on the
street. We’re saying that the real
action Is going on In the
outskirts, on the edges. I don’t
like the Implication that the
action that goes on In a Viet Nam
Is more vital than the action that
goes on on a suburban patio.
CSQ: Fuck the value judgments. I'm
not talking value judgments. I ’m just
saying that urban experience is
different from suburban experience.
Newton: And I’m just saying that
our band counters the excessive
Influence that urban, ‘deprived’
values have had on popular
muslc...dlsco, funk, rhythm and
blues. Here’s all this Influence
which everyone embraces. I’m
saying that I want to Inject some
Influence from another angle.
CSQ: But only through satire? You
don't put forth your own agenda.
Newton: Not In D’Anse Combeau.
But I do In Wallpaper. I just want a
little balance. Like a governor.
Life Is not bad. Life, bottom line,
Is the same for everyone. It’s
useless to go around saying that
life has fucked you up.
CSQ: So D ’Anse Combeau is really
“ Positive Mental Attitude?’’
Newton: Yes! Comedy doesn’t
need to be depressing.

of...idiocy? The debonair abandon?
Baldwin: He had to be French. As
a foreigner, he can naively and
blatantly adore American culture
and totally misinterpret nearly
everything that happens. This
character who blindly adores
America for what It claims to be
or for what It has claimed to

Newton: It’s the one band where
we’re allowed to be as Intelligent
as we really are. One really
unpleasant thing about being In
music Is that you are seldom
rewarded for being Intelligent;
you’re rewarded for being
visionary or soulful or good
looking. You’re not rewarded for
being a mental virtuoso. And what
happens to you when It’s In that
mental area where you derive a
good portion of your self value? I
don’t find myself any less soulful
for being cerebral, but that’s how
an audience relates to my
cerebral music. You can’t argue
with an audience. The point Is
that Wallpaper doesn’t have the
potential of entertaining a mass
crowd. I don’t necessarily mind
that. Wallpaper Is the one place
we don’t pull the punches, the
one place we don’t worry about
going over heads.

be...peace-lovlng and charitable.
Jim Baldwin
Is
D’Anse Combeau

CSQ: Are you D 'Arise Combeau,
personally?
Baldwin: No! I play the part, but I
certainly don’t get confused.
CSQ: I know that the character
evolved over time. But it would have
become a whole different thing if
someone else in the band had
become D'Anse Combeau. It might
not even work.
Baldwin: That’s right. I personally
have always liked the Idea of
singing with a big band. I like the
Idea of big productions and
comedy at the same time. When I
try to tell people about D’Anse
Combeau, about what It’s like,
sometimes I compare him to
other singers: Liberace, Little
Richard, Pat Boone, Robert
Goulet, Steve and Edie.... There’s
something
absurd
about
them...l’m not sure their style
deserves to survive. I think It
deserves to be parodied....

CSQ: Well, it ’s been demonstrated
in the past that the 'suburban force,'
the white middle class, whatever,
has often been a source of
tremendous energy. Actually, the
60s was that force...the middle
class youth of America asserting its
right to have ‘soul.'

CSQ: You like sleaze a lot?

Newton: You know, the guys In
D’Anse Combeau and Tutu Band
deny their ‘Wllsonhlghschoolness’ at length. They were out
casts at Wilson. That’s why they
started Tutu Band...out of their
frustrations at being told not to
be so weird.

Baldwin: I have a thing about It.
Yeah! Because sleaze Is so
deeply Ingrained In American life.
D’Anse
Combeau
Is
very
American, very cut off from the
rest of the world. Americans
don’t pay any attention to what
goes on In the rest of the world.

CSQ: They were unhappy on the
patio?

CSQ: Why did you pick the French
oersonality to convey the right kind

CSQ: Don’t you think the peaceloving and charitable aspects of
D ’Anse become all the more
anguished or oblique given the fact
that America seems to be building
toward war, and without your ever
bringing that up, the strangeness is
very pointed?
Baldwin: Yeah, I think that In any
good D’Anse Combeau show the
audience should be made to feel
uncomfortable and ashamed.
They shouldn’t be let off the
hook....
CSQ: It depends on whether an
audience relates themselves to that
mythical mass audience out there
that you’re commenting on...if they
identify themselves.
Baldwin: That’s true. It’s our job
to see that they do, to see that
they’re led down the road a ways
away from whatever comfort they
might have brought along.
CSQ: Do you think you’re vain?
Baldwin: Sure I’m very vain. Sure
that’s why I get up In front of
people and shake and...the whole
thing.
CSQ: It's fun to be D ’Anse?

CSQ: Commentary?
Baldwin: Yeah...bad music...and
vacuous, insipid personalities.
They’re suave and they’re sleazy.

Baldwin: Oh yeah, it’s great! The
first time I saw myself In the
mirror!!! The first show I just put
on a white tux coat and some red
pants and that was about It. Then
somebody said, “why don’t you
wear some make-up.’’ So we put It
on just a little too thick, like when
you see somebody on TV with too
much make-up. I saw myself In
the mirror and I was scared, really
frightened. I think D’Anse should
be a little frightening. Not
vlolently...but people were very
unsettled when we first did
D’Anse. Not so much, now.

"The reason Port■ land is so fun is
that you get to see
the future before it
comes here. So you
can prepare ahead
of time for the nega
tive aspects of the
future. I t ’s like vi
c a r io u s e x p e r i
ence....
\M h e n I try to tell
W people about
D ’Anse Combeau
sometimes I com
pare him to other
singers: Liberace,
Little Richard, Pat
Boone.... T here’s
som ething absurd
about them... I ’m
not so sure the style
deserves to survive.
I think it deserves to
be parodied....

CSQ: They didn’t know what to make
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of it? And now they’re used to you?
Baldwin: Yeah, It’s hard to retain
that. Every band I’ve been In has
ripened and dropped from the
tree. I don’t think that will happen
to D’Anse Combeau for a long,
long time, but there’s some work
Involved, some attention Involved
In keeping It frightening.
CSQ:
What
about
D ’Anse
Combeau’s intense sexuality?
Baldwin:
(looks
Intensely
mystified) What? What do you
mean?

it. We’re commenting on things
that other people have done. It’s
meta-entertalnment. Entertain
ment about other entertainment.
We have more credibility than
entertainment.
CSQ: What does that ’distance’
have to do with having gone to
Wilson High School in Portland,
Oregon?
Baldwin: I ’m sure It has
everything to do with lt...l don’t
know...Tutu Band started at
Wilson High School.
CSQ: Satire from a distance.

CSQ: D ’Anse Combeau is a very
sexual persona, that you created.
Very androgynous.
Baldwin: (actually embarrassed) I
t h in k .. .t h e
a n d r o g n y ...is
probably...another category...of
commentary. And that’s probably
my own...more than...the band’s.
Yeah. That’s my own theme.
CSQ: Your persona?
Baldwin: You like that word, don’t
you?
CSQ: Yeah, it fits in this case. A
persona is always related in some
way to the true person.
Baldwin: Yeah! But that’s not
something we’ve theorized about.
CSQ: Maybe that unknown quantity
has something to do with why it ’s
working?
Baldwin: Could be. It would be
easy to find out.

Baldwin:
I
never
really
thought...vlcarlous experience...
Yeah, Wilson High School Is
definitely Illy white, and far away.
CSQ: How old are you?
Baldwin:
Twenty
seven.
Yeah...w ell...vicarious experi
en ce-w ell that’s a pretty big
ldea...because...l myself watched
a lot of television. It has a lot to
do with my outlook. Think about
it: everything that Is on TV Is the
same size. And It can’t be put Into
any order, and anything can be
made equal to anything else...on
TV. That has a lot to do with the
way that Ideas are Indiscriminately...mlxed together In D’Anse
Combeau. And that Is definitely a
value, of value... In D ’Anse
Combeau. Part of the project Is to
take Images and Ideas that
people m ight not already
associate with each other...and to
create a new Insight. The similar
ity of things that people wouldn’t
normally find similar....

CSQ: Do you look forward to the
future?

audiences, which Is great, and
the subject matter we can
examine In the band Is endless.

Baldwin: Optimism and pessi
mism are both projections, and to
take a ‘plus’ or a ‘minus’ attitude
toward the future cuts out a lot of
perceptions that you might
otherwise have. It can make a lot
of things unavailable to you.

Baldwin: Yes, I can think of no
other. And whether or not what
we’re doing Is practical Is not my
department.

CSQ: I'm glad you live in Portland.'

CSQ: Who’s the practical one?

Baldwin: The reason Portland Is
so fun Is that you get to see the
future before It comes here. So
you can prepare ahead of time for
the negative aspects of the
future. I t ’s like
vicarious
experience again. Sure It Is.

Baldwin: Jon. Ken Butler. They’re
all more practical than I am.

CSQ: Do you not worry you will
become D 'Anse?
Baldwin: No I don’t, because I’m
way too curious. I’m always
thinking through one thing or
another. Everyone In the band Is
so curious and enthusiastic. We
don’t have the problem of things
getting boring. We have the
problem of too many Ideas.
There’s something about the
formula
that
appeals
to

CSQ: The subject is America?

CSQ: How
generous?

come

CSQ: But why would you want to do
that?
Baldwin: You know, the sexuality
was not really planned at all. And
now It’s gotten more and more...lt
wasn’t talked about. It was
planned for D’Anse Combeau to
go out Into the audience....
CSQ: And drip on them.
Baldwin: Drip on them...and kiss a
girl...shake hands. And that whole
thing has become huge...the
whole rhythm section follows
D’Anse Combeau Into the
audience and overwhelms some
poor girl In the third row. But It
never occurred to us that.... (trails
off)
CSQ: Do you agree with the idea
that D ’Anse Combeau represents
suburban values?
Baldwin: Yes, very much...
vicarious experience. Nobody In
the band has spent ten years In
JalL.or like a Henry Miller kind of
thing, where he was actually
there, where he did all these
things and now he’s writing about
It....

CSQ: Lady Macbeth.
Baldwin: I’d be like her and wake
up In the middle of the night and
have blood on my hands. I just
happen to fit the suit. Besides it’s
fun to be generous.

CSQ: Or the dissimilarity of things
people normally find similar.
Baldwin: You b e t!! I t ’s all
TV...what It Is, is cybernetics....
CSQ: Or isomorphism...the transfor
mation of systems onto each other
so that it all becomes equalized?
Baldwin: Yes, sure, you bet!
(getting excited) It’s the process
that anything that has meaning
can go through, cybernetlcally.
It’s the Impact of all electronic
technology. It has been a very
Important event In history.
CSQ: In D ’Anse Combeau are you
trying to be like the tabula rasa, the
person who was imprinted rather
indiscriminately, rather in the way of
someone watching television, so
that the values are all sort of
misapplied?
Baldwin: (coyly) I flirt with that.
No, seriously, It’s an Important
part of the character. The
confusion between the way
people tell themselves they live
and the way they really live. We’re
just a tabula rasa being Imprinted.
I think that’s a scary part of
Am erica.... Not really scary,
though. It can only really Just
happen.... I mean, I don’t know
what It’s displacing. It appears
that literacy Is getting displaced,
for one thing.

CSQ: Are you saying you haven’t
been there and done all these
things?

CSQ: And perhaps the capacity for
discrimination.

Baldwin: Well, I’ve done what I’ve
done, but D’Anse Combeau
doesn’t do Its own material. We
do other peoples’ songs...whlch
Is part of the suburban aspect of

Baldwin: But It’s hardly Orwellian
or anything like that, because the
values that people used to have
before the electronic revolution
were Imprinted, too, and they
weren’t all that great either.
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so

Baldwin: If I weren’t I’d feel
uncomfortable, and I’m sure also I
wouldn’t be able to get away with
being otherwise. I’d be like that
Shakespeare play, the lady with
blood on her hands....

CSQ: How? Replace you?
Baldwin: No. That wouldn’t be the
experiment. It would be for me to
restrict my performance...on that
level.
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RETRO CLOTHES
& ACCESSORIES
FOR MEN & WOMEN
11am to 7 pm
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('lim b Into The Tub
With C. S. Q.
Clothe* Rack:
Individual hang
ers, a place for
shoes and bags.

Shower: Refresh
ing before and
after.

H yd ro -T h erap y

W elcom e
To Just For the Health
of It, a unique place
in Portland which
offers the
enjoyment of an
ancient world-wide
tradition for deep
relaxation. Fifteen
separate and selfcontained suites
have been designed
to ensure privacy
and undisturbed
relaxation. Each
contains a sauna,
hot tub, shower,
dressing area, four
choices of music,
and intercom. With
the intercom you
have the luxury of
ordering natural
fruit juices, mineral
waters, or sodas
from our own juice
bar in the lobby.
Towels and soap are
also provided. Blow
dryers are available.

Many physicians
and chiropractors
recommend hot
tubs and saunas for
their patients. Your
sessions at Just For
the Health of It can
be written off as a
medical expense
with your doctor’s
approval.

Sauna: Dry heat
cedar sauna with
two benches

Control Panel:
Four individual
channels of ।
music, intercom
to juice bar and
three light levels.

Locking Door:
Assures your
privacy.

Hot Tub: Fiber
glass tub with
raised tile finish
and four height
adjusted
jacuzzi jets.

Children under 12
Free when
accompanied by a
parent
Sound Proofed ‘
Wall*: Luxuriously

quiet and
comfortable.
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y e a r (4 issu es) fo r $ 5 . I f y o u ’re on e o f th e fir s t 3 0 su b sc r ib e r s, u e ‘l l sen d
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r e y u la r 1 4 d o lla r v a lu e! I s th a t a h o t d e a l o r w hat?
I f y o u ’r e not on e o f th e fir s t 3 0 su b scr ib e rs, d o n ’t sw ea t! W e ’l l se n d you
a ll fo u r issu e s p lu s 5 p a s s e s to th e C lin to n S treet T h ea tre. You c a n ’t lose,
so d o n ’t d e la y !
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